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Traffic on the artery generally moves more smoothly during peak

periods if signals in proximity are coordinated. During off-peak

periods when traffic is light, however, free operations may be more

efficient than coordination from the standpoint of system performance.

The change from coordination to free operation (and vice versa) is a

typical traffic-responsive problem, but the choice between them is often

subjective, since the literature offers very few methods for the

decision.

This dissertation proposes a decision making process whereby

traffic engineers can make more effective choices on light traffic

signal operations, based on system performance in terms of vehicular

delay and number of stops. Two methods are developed to supply models

needed for evaluating semi-actuated signals at low volumes, under both

coordinated and isolated controls.

IX



The decision making process has been implemented as the DELVACS

program. A hypothetical example is given to demonstrate the application

of the process using DELVACS. The possible approaches for implementing

the process on personal-computer-based signal control systems are

explored. The advantages and disadvantages of the approaches are

discussed, and the resolutions to the potential problems are proposed.

The decision making process provides a viable tool in traffic-

responsive controls. The process and the semi-actuated signal

evaluation methods developed in this research can also be applied on

other types of traffic-responsive signal systems, such as Urban Traffic

Control Systems which have been predominant in the United States in the

past two decades.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Background

Traffic-responsive control of signalized intersections represents a

significant advance in the traffic control field, and is the subject of

extensive research, as well as development efforts. With proper design

and operation, traffic-responsive control, which has been in practical

operation during the past two decades, can effectively reduce stops,

delay, fuel consumption, and emissions. A variety of traffic control

techniques in response to traffic demand has been developed, and some

have been evaluated in several countries [13, 20, 23, 26]. The

underlying philosophy of all the techniques has been to smoothly move

traffic with as few obstacles as possible. Coordinating the timing of

adjacent signals to allow progressive traffic movements has been

recognized as one of the most effective means to achieve this goal.

The need to coordinate adjacent signals varies according to the

geographic and traffic environment. The most important factors have

been identified as intersection spacing and traffic volumes [7, 59].

For widely spaced intersections, signals usually operate individually

because of the small influence on traffic flows from their neighbors.

Where signalized intersections in close proximity influence each other’s

traffic flows, traffic volumes become an important factor in their

coordination.

1
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Early thinking on the subject of signal control always indicated

the need to interconnect signals into a single system and to work toward

maximizing progressive movement during peak periods, though during off-

peak hours, free running or flashing control may better handle the

traffic [54]. The reason is rather evident. Coordinating the signal

timing to allow traffic on the artery to travel smoothly without being

stopped at intersections (which is called progression) is often

accomplished at the expense of extra delays to the cross street traffic.

When the arterial traffic decreases during off-peak periods, the

benefits gained on the artery may not offset the losses on cross street

traffic. This phenomenon has been observed by Riddle and Hazzard [43].

From a series of simulation and field tests, they concluded that

coordination is superior to free operation under all conditions where

volumes exceeded 350 vehicles per hour.

These findings suggest that it is preferable for signals in

proximity to be coordinated during peak periods. During off-peak

periods when traffic is light, however, free operation may be more

efficient from the standpoint of system performance. The change from

coordination to free operation (and vice versa) is a purely traffic-

responsive problem. But the choice between coordination and free

operations is often subjective, since the literature offers very few

methods for the decision. Developing a method to allow traffic

engineers to make more effective choices on light traffic signal

operations is the subject of this research.

Asking whether to change from coordination to free operation (or

vice versa) is equivalent to asking which operation offers better

performance. In other words, the decision rests mainly on the
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performance evaluation of the signals within the system under the two

alternatives.

A variety of models has been offered to evaluate signal

performance. Most of the models available, however, have centered

around pretimed signals mainly because their operation is simple. Under

pretimed control, the sequence of right-of-way assignments (phases) and

the length of time interval for each phase are fixed. Pretimed signals

are well suited to coordination operation since progression can be

easily maintained.

Unfortunately, the literature offers very few models dealing

exclusively with the growing number of actuated signals, since their

operation is more complex. Traffic-actuated control attempts to adjust

the sequence of phases (through skipping of phases with no traffic

demand), and the length of time interval for each phase (through adding

extension intervals to the minimum green interval) in response to

traffic demand. Traffic-actuated signals can be further classified into

two types of operations: (1) full-actuated operation and (2) semi-

actuated operation. In ful 1-actuated operation, since each phase is

controlled by traffic demand, it is difficult to maintain progression on

the artery. Hence, full-actuated signals are seldom used in

coordination control. In semi-actuated operation, the designated main

street is governed by a non-actuated phase and cross streets by actuated

phases. The non-actuated phase has a green light at all times until

cross street has traffic demand. Semi-actuated signals are widely used

on arterial roadways, since they are able to not only maintain

progression on the major street but also provide flexible control to
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cross street traffic. In conclusion, semi-actuated signals are the

major concern of this research.

A common approach for semi-actuated signal evaluation is to use

averages, such as average cycle lengths and green times, in a model for

pretimed signals. The use of pretimed models to evaluate semi-actuated

signals is reasonable when traffic volumes are moderate to high. In

this case, each actuated phase appears in almost every cycle, with

phase lengths varying from cycle to cycle. Longer phase length

represents heavier traffic demand and shorter represents lighter. Since

the average phase length reflects the average traffic demand, the use of

its value would represent the average performance.

When traffic is light, however, this method is no longer

applicable. In low volume situations, phase skipping (a phase being

skipped due to lack of traffic demand) and dwelling (the green light

stays on the non-actuated phase waiting for cross street traffic demand)

occur frequently. Phase skipping and dwelling make it very difficult to

determine the average cycle length and green times. Even though the

averages can be determined, as demonstrated in Chapter Three, the models

for pretimed phases are no longer valid for actuated phases due to phase

skipping and dwelling. Therefore, they cannot be used for semi-actuated

signals under low volume conditions.

The lack of a model to evaluate semi-actuated signals under low

volume conditions is a critical problem in the decision between

coordination and free operations with low traffic volumes. The decision

is easier to make when only pretimed signals are involved, since an

ample choice of models is available to evaluate their performance. When

semi-actuated signals are involved, however, the decision is difficult
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due to the lack of appropriate models. Hence, one challenging aspect in

considering the choice between coordination and free operations is the

development of a model for evaluating semi-actuated signals at low

volumes, under both coordinated and isolated controls. The development

of such a model is the first task of this research.

The second task of the study is to develop a method to help make

the decision between coordination and free operations more effectively.

An opportunity for this arose recently when the City of Gainesville,

Florida, installed a personal-computer-based signal control system (also

called a closed loop signal system by some manufacturers) to supervise

the area-wide traffic signals. Both the Florida Department of

Transportation and the City of Gainesville have requested the University

of Florida to examine the system’s operation to pursue better

performance. This project was originally initiated for the Gainesville

System, and was entitled "Traffic-Responsive Strategies for Personal-

Computer-Based Traffic Signal Control Systems." However, it should be

noted that the method as well as models developed in this research can

also be applied on other types of traffic-responsive signal systems,

such as Urban Traffic Control Systems (UTCS) which have been predominant

in the United States in the past two decades.

Objectives and Scope

This dissertation presents a methodology for making the choice

between coordination and free operations. Two models are developed for

evaluating semi-actuated signals under low volume conditions. The first

model performs a thorough calculation using probability theory and

stochastic processes. The second model uses average values to

approximate measures of effectiveness. The first model is referred to
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as the Analytical Method and the second as the Approximation Method.

A method to make the decision between coordination and free operations

is proposed. The application of the method on personal-computer-based

signal systems is discussed.

The specific objectives of the research are as follows:

1. Review the literature with respect to signal performance

evaluation and the contrast between coordination and free

operations.

2. Review the control capabilities of personal-computer-based

signal control systems.

3. Develop models to evaluate semi-actuated signals at low

volumes, under both isolated and coordinated controls.

4. Propose a method for making the decision between coordination

and free operations in response to traffic demand.

5. Discuss the application of the decision making method on

personal-computer-based signal systems.

The primary emphasis of this research deals with semi-actuated

signals under low volume conditions. The signals have a fixed common

cycle length when they are coordinated, but not when run freely. The

system of interest is an arterial roadway controlled by semi-actuated

signals with light traffic on the cross streets.

The two signal evaluation methods developed in this research have

been implemented as two computer programs. The purpose of the two

programs is to ease the tedious calculations while demonstrating the

feasibility of the two methods. But the program implementing the

Approximation Method will be further expanded to the program called
DELVACS (Delay Estimation for Low Volume Arterial Control Systems) under
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the sponsored project associated with this research work. The DELVACS

program implements the proposed method to provide a tool for making
choices between coordination and free operations. The DELVACS program

is designated to have interface with the Arterial Analysis Package (AAP)

[3] to allow the user to run the AAP and DELVACS together, using a

common data set.

Since presentation of computer programs is not within the scope of
this dissertation, the two programs developed are not intended to

represent complete software packages. Nevertheless, they are

operational, and can be used immediately within their capabilities.
The two evaluation methods developed in this study are based on

existing theories which have been well accepted by the traffic

engineering community. The feasibility of the two methods is validated

against microscopic simulation. The applicability of the method in

deciding between coordination and free operations is discussed.
Organization

The dissertation is organized according to the objectives stated

previously. The next chapter reviews literature that is pertinent to

this study. The literature search includes traffic signal performance

evaluation and the techniques for making the decision between

coordination and free operations. Along with the methodology search, a

review of the capabilities of personal-computer-based signal systems is

included.

Chapter Three presents the Analytical Method to evaluate semi-
actuated signals under low volume conditions. The method uses

probability theory and stochastic processes to deal with individual

cycles. The method produces good estimates, but is complicated to
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apply, particularly when signals have more than three phases or have

special control capabilities (such as permissive periods).

Chapter Four presents the Approximation Method. The method uses

average parameters (such as red and green times). The method offers a

cost-effective alternative to the Analytical Method. This is

particularly important where conditions are unfavorable to the

application of the Analytical Method.

Chapter Five proposes a methodology for making the decision between

coordination and free operations. The application of the methodology

on personal-computer-based traffic signal control systems is discussed.

Finally in Chapter Six are the conclusions and recommendations

emanating from this study. The conclusions include the summary of the

findings, and the recommendations suggest the areas for future study.



CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of the literature review is to collect the earlier

efforts in order to avoid duplication and stimulate new methodology

development. The literature review includes three parts which are

pertinent to this study. The first part focuses on the methodologies of

traffic signal performance evaluation. The second part reviews the

techniques in deciding between coordination and free operations. The

last part explores the capabilities of personal-computer-based signal

control systems.

Signal Performance Evaluation

Before reviewing the various methodologies, it is necessary to

select measures of effectiveness (MOE). The MOEs serve as a basis for

signal evaluation, and a variety of MOEs have been used for this

purpose. The major ones include delay, number of stops, degree of

saturation, excess fuel consumption, and accident rate reduction [54].

Among them, delay and number of stops have been most widely used. The

reasons are evident [24]: they can be measured; they are the motorists’

major concerns; they have economic worth; and they are easily understood

by both technical and non-technical people. The 1985 Highway Capacity

Manual (HCM) [19], for instance, uses delay as the sole indicator of

level of service at signalized intersections. The IRAffic Network StudY

lool (TRANSYT) [45] and the Traffic SIGnal Optimization Model (SIGOP)

[51] aim at minimizing the combination of delay and number of stops.

9
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Because of extensive use in the traffic engineering community, delay and

number of stops were selected as the major MOEs in this study.

Delay and number of stops may be measured directly in the field, or

estimated by either simulation or analytical models. A number of

methods are available for making the field measurement, such as test-car

observations, arrival and departure time recording, and stopped-vehicle

count [19, 40]. Field measurement is easy to apply, but is costly and

time consuming. It cannot be applied to non-existent situations, such

as a projected signal control plan.

Simulation provides a convenient tool for studying delay and number

of stops, especially when the real-world system is complex, or when

proposed operations are to be evaluated [29]. Experimental conditions

can be much better controlled in a simulation than would generally be

possible in a field measurement. Simulation also makes it possible to

study a system with a long time frame in compressed time, or

alternatively to study the detailed workings of a system in expanded

time. A number of simulation models are available for signal operation

evaluation [4, 18, 31, 44, 45].

But using simulation has disadvantages. Simulation models are

often expensive and time-consuming to develop and maintain. Each run of

a stochastic simulation model produces only one estimate of a system’s

true characteristics, and only for a particular set of input parameters,

so that several independent runs are required for each set of input

parameters, and statistical methods are needed to analyze simulation

output data [14]. For this reason, simulation models are generally not

as good at optimization as they are at comparing a fixed number of

specified alternative system designs [29]. In contrast, an analytical
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model, if available, can easily determine the actual characteristics of

the system. Thus, an analytical model is generally preferable to a

simulation model if such a model can be developed. In other words,

analytical models are always of interest.

Pretimed Signal Evaluation

For pretimed signals, a wealth of theoretical analysis models for

delay and stops has been offered in the literature [1, 35, 38, 45, 57,

58]. Webster’s delay model provided the foundation for most subsequent

models. Robertson’s model (which basically modified Webster’s model to

deal with high degrees of saturation) was used in the TRANSYT program.

The 1985 HCM model [19] provides a recent addition to this field.

Because the models have been broadly reviewed and compared from various

aspects [2, 17, 24, 25], they will not be repeated here.

Actuated Signal Evaluation

Delays and stops for pretimed signals have been successfully

analyzed, mainly because the operation of pretimed signals is simple.

For semi-actuated signals, the dynamic characteristics of signal

operation do not lend themselves well to analytical treatment.

Simulation has been the most popular approach to assess delays and stops

for actuated signals [4, 31, 44].

The limited analysis models for semi-actuated signals (or more

broadly, for actuated signals) can be categorized into two approaches:

direct analysis and indirect approximation. In the direct approach, the

operational characteristics of an actuated phase are analyzed, and

delays and stops are derived from the analysis. In indirect

approximation, a substitute model (often borrowed from pretimed signals)

is used to approximate delays and stops for semi-actuated signals.
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In the direct analysis approach, Newell [36] developed a

mathematical model for evaluating delays at actuated signals. The model

is complicated even in the case of one-way streets. Following the work,

Newell and Osuna [37] applied the model to two-way streets with

symmetric traffic flows under the control of a two-phase signal. A

purely theoretical model was studied by Lehoczky [30], which relies on

input data that is difficult to obtain. Hoshi [22] developed an even

more complicated model for a three-way intersection.

Papapanou [39] modified Robertson’s pretimed model to assess the

saturation delay under actuated control. Papapanou’s model was

incorporated into the Signal Operations Analysis Package (SOAP) [52].

Because saturation delay is significant only when traffic volumes are

moderate to high but is negligible when traffic is light, Papapanou’s

model is not applicable in handling low volume conditions with phase

skipping.

Lin [32] developed an algorithm to estimate average green times for

full-actuated signals. The algorithm estimates the steady state green

time of each actuated phase with an implicit assumption that the phase

appears in every cycle. The assumption holds true when traffic volumes

are moderate to high. In this situation, the actuated phase appears in

almost every cycle, with phase length varying from cycle to cycle.

However, the phase assumption is not valid under low volume conditions,

since phase skipping occurs frequently due to lack of traffic demand.

Cowan [11] investigated average delays and average lengths of red

and green phases for a two-street intersection operating with a full-

actuated signal. However, his results cannot be applied to semi-
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actuated signals, because semi-actuated signals are not a special case

of ful 1-actuated signals.

In conclusion, the existing analysis models for actuated signals

either have limited applications, or rely on information that is

difficult to obtain, or are restricted to moderate to high volumes.

None of them are applicable to general operation of semi-actuated

signals under low volume conditions.

The second approach of indirect approximation is more common and

easier to apply. In the 1985 HCM [19], delay is first computed without

distinguishing among signal control types, then is multiplied by

different factors, according to signal control and traffic arrival type.

(For example, in random arrival condition, the factors are 0.85 for

actuated signals and 1.0 for semi-actuated signals.) In the delay

calculations, average values (such as average cycle length and green

times) of actuated signals are used in the delay equation originally

developed for pretimed signals.

To assess stop probability for actuated signals in SOAP [52],

average cycle length and green times of actuated signals are entered

into the stop probability equation originally developed by Webster and

Cobbe [57] for pretimed signals. TRANSYT Enhanced Version for Actuated

Signals (TRANSYT-7FC) [5], although it does a better job in estimating

timing for actuated signals, adopts this same method to assess delays

and stops for actuated signals.

The underlying assumption of the indirect approximation approach is

that the actuated phase appears in every cycle. As stated above, the

assumption is tenable only when traffic volumes are moderate to high,

and is false under low volume conditions. Therefore, this approach is
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not directly applicable when traffic is light, unless phase skipping and

dwelling are taken into account.

So far, the signal evaluation has been based on the implicit

assumption that signals are isolated, so that vehicle arrivals are more

or less random. When signals are coordinated, however, the random

arrival assumption is generally not valid, since the arriving vehicles

are the output stream from the upstream intersection. In this case,

arriving vehicles are usually grouped into platoons by the upstream

signal. The delay and stops at the intersection will be significantly

affected by progression in terms of the relationship between the signal

green time and the platoon arrival. The approaches to account for

progression have evolved broadly in two directions: system approach and

individual intersection approach. In the system approach, more than one

intersection (at least the two adjacent intersections) are handled

simultaneously, and in the individual intersection approach, each

intersection is treated separately.

System Approach for Progression

TRANSYT [45] provides an excellent example of the system approach.

TRANSYT simulates macroscopic traffic flows in the form of platoon

dispersion from the upstream intersection to the downstream one. In

doing so, the signal timing and traffic flows of the adjacent

intersections are considered simultaneously.

A flow profile which combines the vehicle arrival and departure

curves at each intersection is estimated in TRANSYT for the purpose of

estimating delay and stops. Delay is then calculated by integrating the

area under the curve in the red and saturation green times and by

applying Robertson’s random delay equation. The number of vehicles
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stopped is basically equal to the number of vehicles arriving while a

queue is present.

TRANSYT calculates delays and stops from predicted flow profiles.

The Split, Cycle, and Offset Optimization Technique (SCOOT) [23], which

was developed by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory in Great

Britain, measures the upstream flow profiles by using detectors on the

streets, then projects them downstream using the same model in TRANSYT.

In any event, delays and stops are from detailed analysis of traffic

flow profiles in the two systems.

As pointed out by Hurdle [24], the detailed analysis of flow

profiles is a good approach to account for progression, but just as

obviously it is not always a practical one. It is a computer simulation

oriented approach, so that it is generally not practical for hand

calculation. Its advantages are likely to be realized only when good

data are available, and the approach is highly dependent upon signal

timing. The approach is most useful for a large system, rather than for

the usual situations in which only a few intersections are to be

studied.

Individual Intersection Approach for Progression

The individual intersection approach provides an easier way to

assess the effect of signal progression, especially for hand

calculation.

Staniewicz and Levinson [53] used graphic analysis on time-space

diagrams to develop delay equations for two extreme conditions, namely

the first vehicle in the platoon arrives during a green interval, and

the first vehicle in the platoon arrives during a red interval.

Accompanied with the simplified assumptions, such as all vehicles
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traveling in the platoon with no platoon dispersion, the study provided

an analytical tool to estimate delay for special cases.

A more complicated analysis to estimate delay under progression was

proposed by Rouphail [50]. The study considered platoon dispersion by

assuming that traffic flow occurs in two distinct flows, one inside the

progression band and another outside the band. With this assumption and

a regression model of platoon dispersion, which is a function of travel

time, Rouphail provided a method to estimate delay using information

available from a time-space diagram.

The 1985 HCM [19] offers an easier way to account for progression.

In the HCM, a progression adjustment factor (PF) is used to assess the

influence of traffic progression, rather than using complicated

equations. Delay for each intersection is originally computed with no

consideration of progression, then a final progression adjustment is

performed. The values of PF vary primarily based on arrival type and

degree of saturation. In this approach, the classification of arrival

types is very important, since it attempts to describe the nature of the

progression. The dominant arrival flows are classified into five types.

Higher type indicates better progression.

There are two major concerns associated with the HCM method: (1)

arrival type is difficult to assess subjectively, and (2) progression

adjustment factors may not reflect the actual influence of progression

quality. To cope with the difficulty in subjectively assessing arrival

type, the HCM suggests the use of platoon ratio to quantify the arrival

type. The platoon ratio is defined as
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PVG

where Rp = platoon ratio;
PVG = percentage of all vehicles in the movement arriving during

the green phase; and

PTG = percentage of the cycle that is green for the movement.

PTG can be easily computed from the green and cycle times, but

field observations are needed to determine PVG. The relationship

between platoon ratio and arrival type is provided in Table 9-2 of the

HCM.

To overcome the drawback that platoon ratio must be determined from

field observations, Courage et al. [10] developed an estimator of the

platoon ratio, which is called band ratio. The band ratio is defined as

C B Pa (Gd - B)(1 - Pa)
Rb = [ + ]

Gd G0 C - G0
(2.2)

where Rb = band ratio;
C = cycle length;

B = band width;

G0 = the green time at the upstream signal;

Gd = the green time at the downstream signal;

Pa = the proportion of traffic entering the upstream intersection
from the artery; and

1 - Pa = the proportion of traffic entering the upstream intersection
from the cross street.

The band ratio can be derived from traffic volumes and time-space

diagrams without field studies. The test of the band ratio indicated
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that the field measurement of platoon ratio provides more reliable

indicator of progression quality, but the band ratio offers acceptable

substitute when field data are not available.

With regard to the second concern, accuracy of adjustment factors,

Prevedouros and Jovanis [42] reported from a limited validation at

actuated signals in Illinois that PF values collected from the field are

lower than those provided in Table 9-13 of the HCM. A paper by Courage

et al. [10] compared the PF values in the HCM with those generated from

TRANSYT-7F [56], and concluded that there was good agreement between the

two models, but that a wider range of PF values exists than the HCM

recognizes. The study suggested that some extrapolation of the HCM PF

values may be warranted to cover exceptionally good and exceptionally

poor progression. Another paper by Courage and Luh [8] attempted to

compute service volumes at signalized intersections, and reported that

due to the threshold PF values in the HCM, the effect of progression on

delay is discontinuous.

Recognizing these problems, the Texas Transportation Institute

initiated a comprehensive study, which was completed recently [6]. The

study examined the PF values in the HCM using extensive simulation and

delay data collected nationwide. The results of this study have not yet

been published.

From the above literature review, it can be concluded that the 1985

HCM provides a practical method for evaluating signal performance under

traffic progression. When applying the method, arrival type can be

assessed either by field observations (if applicable) or by computing

band ratio from time-space diagrams.
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Decision Between Coordination and Free Operations

A number of techniques have been found in the literature which are

relevant to making the decision between coordination and free

operations.

Yagoda et al. [59] developed the coupling index, a simple ratio of

link volume and link length, to determine which signals to coordinate.

In its application, the coupling index for each link is computed. A

coupling threshold is defined so that all links with coupling indices

below the threshold are assumed not to require coordination. By

adjusting the coupling threshold, the network (a group of intersections)

can be broken into several parts. The boundaries among these parts are

thereby identified as suitable candidates for subdivision of

coordination. An analysis of benefits is finally conducted by using a

signal optimization program to establish the validity of the

coordination divisions. This method provides a simple and

straightforward technique to determine which signals to coordinate.

Based on this idea, a more complicated interconnection desirability

index was developed by Chang [7], The index attempts to determine the

need to coordinate a pair of adjacent signals. The index considers many

factors, such as intersection spacing, traffic traveling speed, traffic

volumes, and number of lanes. The index has a range of values from zero

to one. When the index has a value of 0.25 or less, isolated operation

is recommended. Conversely, when the index has a value of 0.50 or

greater, interconnection of the two adjacent signals is recommended.

Other evaluation methods are needed to assist in the interconnection

decision if the calculated value of the index is between 0.25 and 0.50

[7]. Since the index considers only adjacent pairs of signals at any
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one time, a piece-wise coordination might result from this method.

Furthermore, though deemed necessary by the author when the index has a

value between 0.25 and 0.50, the supplementary evaluation indicators

were not provided.

Another technique for deciding about coordination is found in the

Second Generation (2-GC) of Urban Traffic Control Systems [13, 20]. The

2-GC of UTCS contains an on-line optimization routine which determines

the control parameters that will minimize the total delay and stops

within the system in response to current traffic conditions. A sub¬

network configuration model called RTSND [13] resides in this system to

determine whether to break the coordination among signals. The

determination is primarily based upon cycle lengths. The coordination

of signals is maintained if they have similar cycle lengths; otherwise,

the interconnection is released.

Another similar method was used in the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive

Iraffic System (SCATS) [33], which was developed by the Department of

Main Roads, New South Wales in Australia. In SCATS, a coordination

criterion and a coordination vote computational algorithm were developed

to on-line determine whether to coordinate signals or not. A

coordination vote is calculated every cycle. The vote is in favor of

coordination if the difference of cycle lengths is less than 9 seconds.

A counter is increased by one if a vote is in favor of coordination, but

is otherwise decreased by one. The signals are coordinated when the

counter attains a value of four, but the interconnection is broken when

the counter reaches zero.

The techniques used in the above two systems (2-GC of UTCS and

SCATS) use similar cycle lengths as the sole criterion in the
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determination of whether or not to coordinate. The reason is primarily

based on the fact that most signal coordination operations require a

common cycle length. In other words, the techniques do not consider any

potential benefits in making the decision.

Exploration of Personal-Computer-Based Signal Systems

A variety of traffic-responsive, computer-controlled systems has

evolved over the past two decades. Most of the systems presently

operating in the United States have been centered around Urban Traffic

Control Systems (UTCS), which were established by the Federal Highway

Administration in the early 1970s. Personal-computer-based (PC-Based)

signal control systems are a new tool to supervise area-wide traffic

signals. The number of PC-Based signal systems in this nation has grown

significantly since the mid-1980’s. Since this type of signal control

is newer, its capabilities are explored in this study.

Because the traffic engineering community is familiar with UTCS, it

would serve a good basis for understanding PC-Based systems. In the

following, UTC systems and their major disadvantages are first briefly

reviewed. PC-Based systems are then described by way of their contrasts

with UTCS. Last is the discussion of the PC-Based systems’

capabilities.

Although there exist some variations among UTC systems, the basic

configuration in predominant use in UTCS is illustrated in Figure 2.1

[41, 54]. The dominant characteristic of UTCS is the location of all

decision making capability at one geographic point and on one level.

Data from all detectors in the system are fed into the central computer,

where all decisions and control commands are made and dispatched to

local controllers.
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Urban Area Limits

Figure 2.1. Basic Configuration of Urban Traffic Control Systems
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The heavy workload on the central computer and the direct

communication between the central computer and local controllers require

most UTC systems to depend on large computers and complex dedicated

communication systems. Because of this, several disadvantages have been

experienced in the design and maintenance of such large centralized

control systems. UTC systems are costly. Since the exclusive use of

user-owned twisted pair cable has been accepted as standard for traffic

control communication in UTCS for many years [54], the communication may

constitute as much as 50 to 60% of the total project cost [28]. Hence,

a project cost could be tremendously high when control is desired over a

great number of signals, spread over a large geographic area.

User involvement is another concern associated with UTCS in many

communities. Staff in small to medium communities generally lacks

expertise in the area of traffic control systems. The capabilities of

staff in small jurisdictions are limited. The limited personal resource

cannot be allocated to a continuous commitment for operating a complex

control system [27]. Also, a complex system requires longer set-up

time. These disadvantages have prevented many jurisdictions from taking

advantage of traffic-responsive, computer-controlled systems [9].

In contrast to UTC systems, PC-Based traffic signal systems offer a

cost effective alternative for traffic-responsive computer-control. The

basic configuration of PC-Based systems is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A

central personal-computer is interconnected with several on-street

masters or a number of local controllers. Typically, telephone lines

are used between the central personal-computer and on-street masters.

Each on-street master is simultaneously connected to a number of local
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Figure 2.2. Basic Configuration of PC-Based
Traffic Signal Control Systems.
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controllers with more sophisticated, higher-capacity media, such as

twisted pair cable.

There are many features which separate personal-computer-based

systems from UTC systems. The major ones involve the role of the

central personal-computer and the communication system. The central

personal-computer is not a master-control, system-host machine. It

functions as a system data logger and as a central editing and reporting

station for overall monitoring. Close monitoring and interface with the

on-street masters is not necessary, and the central personal-computer

can be turned off or used for other activities. The tasks of selecting

signal plans in response to traffic demand and supervising local

controllers are distributed to on-street masters. The on-street masters

function on a stand-alone basis, and primarily operate in traffic-

responsive mode, based on surveillance data gathered from sub-system

detectors.

The communication system, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, groups

local signals into sub-systems. A sub-system may consist of a single

intersection but normally contains one section of an arterial, a small

grid network, or any other signal group requiring coordination. Sub¬

systems are generally independent unless coordination is provided from

the central site. This structure of building blocks permits future

expansion (additional sub-systems) without major modification to

existing hardware.

PC-Based signal systems generally provide three operational modes:

manual, time of day and day of week (TOD/DOW), and traffic responsive

(TRSP). The three modes represent three degrees in response to traffic

demand. The manual mode is often used for handling unusual traffic
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conditions, such as traffic congestion resulting from football game or

concert. The TOD/DOW mode changes the timing plans according to a

preset schedule. The TRSP mode selects the plan from the timing plan

library that is best suited to the current traffic conditions. The

match is based on the combination of volume and occupancy data gathered

from system detectors. (The Gainesville, Florida, Signal System

currently operates on the TOD/DOW mode.)

The timing plans used in both the TOD/DOW and TRSP modes are

developed off-line, using programs such as TRANSYT. A day is broken

into several time periods to represent the various traffic

characteristics, and the average parameters (such as volumes) in each

period are used in the timing development.



CHAPTER THREE
ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

OF SEMI-ACTUATED SIGNALS AT LOW VOLUMES

Introduction

This chapter presents a method to directly estimate stop

probabilities and average delays for semi-actuated signals at low

volumes, under both isolated and coordinated controls. The method uses

probability theory and stochastic processes to consider the various

cycle patterns in terms of red and green times. Also, stop probability

and average delay of each cycle pattern are estimated using equations

developed in this chapter. The method will be referred to as the

Analytical Method.

This chapter first addresses the assumptions in modeling delays and

stops. Then the Analytical Method is explained, and applied to both

control types. Next the mathematical model in this method is

validated against simulation. After the validation, results obtained

from the Analytical Method are compared with those from a model for

pretimed signals. The summary and discussions follow. Finally, the

stop probability and average delay equations used in the Analytical

Method are developed.

Assumptions and Notations

This section first addresses the assumptions in modeling delays and

stops. The signal operations under consideration then follow. The

notations used throughout the dissertation are listed finally.

27
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Arrival and Departure Times

As in many delay models, vehicles are regarded as identical in size

and performance. They are assumed to arrive and depart the intersection

at a constant speed, and delay is regarded as time spent at the stop

line. In other words, stopped delays are of concern, and deceleration

and acceleration are not considered. The queue is regarded as a

vertical stack at the stop line. Vehicles are assumed to pass the stop

line at a constant rate so long as there are vehicles waiting at the

stop line. After the waiting queue has fully discharged, vehicles

arriving in the remaining green time are assumed to pass the stop line

without any delay. Yellow and lost times are not considered.

Vehicle Arrivals

Moreover, vehicles of the actuated phases are assumed to have

Poisson arrivals [2, 16], which means that the probability of n arrivals

in a time interval has a Poisson distribution [16]. (Please note that

it is unnecessary to assume Poisson arrivals for the non-actuated phase

in this study since the non-actuated phase is not controlled by vehicle

detections.)

Steady State

It is assumed that the system has operated for a sufficiently long

time with the same average traffic volume and vehicle departure rate to

have settled into a steady state [24].

Signal Operations

The method presented in the dissertation is based on a typical

semi-actuated signal with the following characteristics [54]:

1. Detectors are located only on actuated-phase approaches.

2. Detectors are placed near the stop line (presence detectors).
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3. The non-actuated phase receives at least the minimum green

interval each cycle.

4. The actuated phases receive green upon actuation, provided that

the non-actuated phase has completed its minimum green interval.

5. A signal under coordinated control has a background cycle

length, but a signal under isolated control does not.

6. The following are preset: the background cycle length for

coordinated control, the minimum green time for the non-actuated

phase, and initial green intervals for actuated phases.

For simplicity, it is assumed that there is only one non-actuated

phase, and all others are actuated. Actuated phases are assumed to

terminate their green times after the initial green intervals elapse,

since the probability of requiring green extensions after the completion

of the initial green interval is usually very small under low volumes.

The probability of an actuated phase having arrivals more than the

departure capacity of the initial green interval (i.e., requires green

extensions) can be estimated by the following equation:

capacity un e‘u
probability = 1 - x (3.1)

n=0 n!

where u = (red time + green time) * volume / 3600

capacity = (green time)/(saturation headway)

saturation headway = 2 seconds

It can be easily verified that in most cases the probabilities are very

small where volumes are less than 300 vehicles per hour per lane

(vphpl). Because of this, 300 vphpl is taken as the upper bound for
this method.
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Since the actuated phases of a semi-actuated signal may be skipped,

it is not clear at the first glance in determining a cycle. Under

isolated control, two successive occurrences of the non-actuated phase

will be referred to as a cycle. As will be explained later, a cycle

consists of the non-actuated phase plus at least one actuated phase.

Under coordinated control, a background cycle will be referred to as a

cycle. In this case, a cycle generally consists of the non-actuated

phase plus actuated phases, but may solely consist of the non-actuated

phase.

Traffic Progression

Stop probabilities and average delays at individual intersections

are influenced by the quality of traffic progression from their

neighbors. When the signal progression is favorable to the subject

traffic movement, stop probabilities and average delays will be

considerably less than those for random arrivals. Conversely, when

signal progression is unfavorable, stop probabilities and average delays

can be considerably higher than those for random arrivals [19]. When

signals are under isolated control, no progression is considered. When

signals are under coordinated control, the non-actuated phase (which

controls the major street traffic) is considered under the influence of

progression, but actuated phases (which control the minor street

traffic) are not.

Notations

The following notations are used throughout the dissertation.

Where applicable, a subscript i indicates the i^ phase.

C = cycle length in seconds;

Cg = background cycle length in seconds of a coordinated signal;
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average delay in seconds per vehicle;

total delay in seconds in a cycle;

average delay in seconds per vehicle for an intersection as a

whole;

probability density function that the headway of traffic is t;

probability that the headway of traffic is less than t;

green time in seconds;

average green time in seconds;

expected dwell time in seconds of the non-actuated phase;

minimum green interval in seconds of the non-actuated phase;

saturation green time in seconds;

average saturation green time in seconds;

slack time in seconds of the non-actuated phase;

number of vehicles in a cycle;

number of cycles;

number of green occurrences with a zero effective red time;

number of green occurrences;

number of green occurrences with a positive effective red time

number of phase skip occurrences;

number of vehicles stopped in a cycle;

transition function, which is a square matrix of P(i,j);

stationary probability that cycle 1 is in state (i);

transition probability from state (i) to state (j);

sub-transition probability of sub-transition k from state (i)

to state (j);

stop probabi1ity;

stop probability for an intersection as a whole;
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r = red time in seconds;

R = average red time in seconds;

r(n,t) = probability of having n arrivals in a time interval t;

s = saturation flow rate in vehicles per second;

v = volume in vehicles per second;

x = volume to capacity ratio;

it = stationary distribution, which is a horizontal vector in the

form of (P(1),P(2),...,P(n)); and

tt11 = transposed vector of tt ;

Method Development

An actuated phase will be either skipped or present in a cycle. If

the phase is skipped, it has no traffic demand up to the yield point,

which is defined as the moment when the controller is ready to serve the

phase. If the phase is present, all its traffic demand is assumed to be

serviced in the green time (as previously stated). Therefore, the

presence of the actuated phase in the next cycle depends simply on

whether, if skipped in the current cycle, it receives actuations after

the yield point, or, if present in the current cycle, it receives

actuations after the end of the green time. In other words, two

consecutive cycles are involved in determining the presence of an

actuated phase. Because of this property, the operation of a semi-

actuated signal can be described by two consecutive cycles, and the

system can be treated as a Markov chain [21]. For notation convenience,

the previous cycle is denoted as cycle 1 and the current cycle as cycle

2. A phase sequence in a cycle will be treated as a "state" in terms of

Markov chains, and two consecutive cycles will constitute a
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"transition", again, in Markov terms. It is clear that there are total

of n*n transitions if there are n states in one cycle.

Method Description

The method is conducted on a phase by phase basis for individual

intersections. There are two basic inputs: traffic volumes and signal

settings, such as the background cycle length and the minimum green

intervals. The complete analysis procedure is illustrated in Figure

3.1, which shows the five computational steps: determine transitions,

compute transition and stationary probabilities, determine patterns,

compute pattern probabilities, and compute stop probabilities and

average delays. The first four steps are to consider the various cycle

patterns and their probabilities. A cycle pattern is defined as a

specific combination of a red time and a green time. The last step is

to estimate stop probability and average delay for each cycle pattern

and for the intersection as a whole.

In Step 1, transitions are determined from all the combinations of

possible states in two consecutive cycles. Step 2 computes transition

and stationary probabilities. Transition probability, which is a

conditional probability of cycle 2 being in one state given that cycle 1

is in a known state [21], is determined from the Poisson distribution in

the following way. Assuming that the volume of an actuated phase is v,

the probability that this phase is not activated during a time interval

of r is e‘vr, while the probability of it being activated in r is

1 - e’vr.

Since the system is a Markov chain, stationary probability, which

is the probability that cycle 1 is in a given state, is computed from

the following equation [21]:
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Figure 3.1. Block Diagram of the Analytical Method.
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TT * P = IT 1 (3.2)

Step 3 is to identify all the possible cycle patterns in terms of

red and green times. Red and green times can be directly measured on

transitions. Identical red and green times may appear in differing

transitions. For the non-actuated phase, both the red and green times

may vary from pattern to pattern. For actuated phases, only red times

may vary since the phases are assumed to terminate the green times after

the initial green intervals complete.

In Step 4, pattern probability is then computed from summing up the

product of stationary and transition probabilities of the transitions

that produce the pattern.

Finally in Step 5, stop probability and average delay for each

cycle pattern are computed using the following equations which are

developed in the last section of this chapter,

r + gs
Ps

d =

Ps

d =

Ps =

r + g

r

Ps
2.6

e‘vr + (1

r2

2(r + g)

1

,-vri
r + g<

r + g

g(g + 2r)
+ e'vr + (1 - e'vr)

2(r + g) 2(r + g)

vg + 1

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

d = 0 (3.8)
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vr

where gs = (3.9)
s - v

For clarity, the above equations and the conditions for their use

are summarized in Figure 3.2. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are for the

patterns of the non-actuated phase. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are for

those of the actuated phases with positive effective red times.

Otherwise, for actuated phases with a zero effective red time, Equations

(3.7) and (3.8) should be used. The difference between a positive

effective red time and a zero effective red time will be explained later

in Step 3 of the section of Isolated Control.

Once the stop probability and average delay of each cycle pattern

is computed, the next task is to compute the phase stop probability and

average delay. The phase average delay is treated first.

The total vehicle arrivals (N) in one cycle of a pattern can be

estimated by multiplying the average arrival rate and the sum of the red

and green times of the pattern, i.e.,

N of pattern j = v(r + g) (3.10)

The total delay in one cycle of the pattern can also be estimated by

multiplying the average delay and the total arrivals, i.e.,

D of pattern j = v(r + g)d (3.11)

The expected arrivals across the patterns is the sum of the products,

for all patterns, of the total arrivals of each pattern multiplied by

the corresponding pattern probability, i.e.,

N of phase i

= 2 [(N of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)] (3.12)
all j

The expected delay across the patterns is the sum of the products, for
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vr

gs =
s - V

r = effective red time

Figure 3.2. Stop Probability ard Average Delay Equations
and the Conditions for Their Use Under
the Analytical Method.
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all patterns, of the total delay of each pattern multiplied by the

corresponding pattern probability, i.e.,

D of phase i

= E [(D of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)] (3.13)
all j

Combining (3.12) and (3.13), the average delay for phase i is the

expected delay divided by the expected arrivals, i.e.,

D of phase i

N of phase i

£ [(D of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)]
all j

= (3.14)
£ [(N of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)]

all j

The average delay for the intersection as a whole, therefore, is

# of phases
Z (diVi)

dint - <3-15)
# of phases

,s-i V1
The computations of stop probability follow the same logic. The

number of vehicles stopped (Nstop) in one cycle of a pattern can be
estimated by multiplying the stop probability and the total arrivals,

i .e.,

N$top of pattern j = v(r + g)Ps (3.16)
The expected Nstop across the patterns is the sum of the products, for
all patterns, of the Nstop of each pattern multiplied by the
corresponding pattern probability, i.e.,

Nstop of Phase 1
= £ [(Mstop °f pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)]

all j
(3.17)
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Combining (3.12) and (3.17), the stop probability for phase i is the

expected Nst0p divided by the expected arrivals, i.e.,

N$ton °f Phase i
Ps.¡ =

N of phase i

£ [(NstoP of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)]
all j

= (3.18)
£ [(N of pattern j) * (probability of pattern j)]

all j

The stop probability for the intersection as a whole is

# of phases
2 (PS-jV-j)

PSint = (3-19)
# of phases

The applications of the method to both isolated and coordinated

controls are presented below.

Isolated Control

A three-phase signal under isolated control is illustrated, but the

logic can be systematically expanded to signals with more than three

phases.

Step 1: Determine Transitions. There are three possible states in any

one cycle, based on whether phase 2 or 3 is skipped or not. The three

states are (1) phase 1, then phase 2, and finally phase 3; (2) phase 1

followed by phase 2 only; and (3) phase 1 followed by phase 3 only.

State 1 is the normal phase sequence, in which no actuated phase is

skipped. State 2 means that phase 2 is followed by phase 1 of the next

cycle. Namely, phase 3 is skipped. This state occurs when phase 3 is

not activated before the end of phase 2. Similarly, phase 2 is skipped
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in state 3. This state occurs when phase 2 is not activated before the

end of phase 1, but phase 3 is. The nine transitions constituted by the

three states are shown in Figure 3.3.

It can be seen in this figure, each transition is further split

into two sub-transitions based on phase l’s green length in cycle 2. In

sub-transition 1, phase l’s green time (gj) in cycle 2 is the minimum
green time (Gmin). In sub-transition 2, gj is greater than Gmin. Sub¬
transition 1 occurs when at least one of phases 2 and 3 is activated

before the end of Gmin. In this case, the green light will switch from

phase 1 to the activated phase(s) after the completion of Gm^n. Sub¬
transition 2 occurs when both phases 2 and 3 are not activated before

the end of Gm^n. In this case, the green light will dwell on phase 1

until any one of them is activated. Therefore, phase l’s green time in

sub-transition 2 is always longer than that in sub-transition 1. The

green time of phase 1 extended beyond Gm^n is called dwell time. The

length of dwell time can be estimated in the follow way:

Let f2(t) be the probability density function that the headway of

phase 2 is t, and F3(t) be the probability that the headway of phase 3
is less than t, the expected dwell time of the case that phase 2

terminates the dwell is
co

00

j^t V2 exp(-V2t) expi-Vjt) dtÍ
CO

v2

(v2 + v3)2
(3.20)
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Figure 3.3. Transitions, Red Times, and Transition Probabilities at
Three-Phase Semi-Actuated Signal Under Isolated Control.
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Transition No. Transition probability

1.1

1.2

2.1

2.2

3.1

3.2

4.1

4.2

5.1

5.2

6.1

6.2

7.1

7.2

8.1

8.2

9.1

9.2

P1(l,l)-{l-exp[-v2(g3+GITlin)]}{l-exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]}

P2(l,l)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]exp(-v3Gmin)v2/(v2+V3)[l-exp(-V3g2)]
P1(l,2)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]

P2(l,2)=expC-v2(g3+Gmin)]exp(-v3Gmin)v2/(v2+v3)exp(-v3g2)
P1(l,3)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)][l-exp(-v3Gmin)]

P2(l>3)=exp(-v2Gmin)exp(-v3Gmin)v3/(v2+V3)

P1(2,l)=[l-exp(-v2Gmin)]{l-exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]}

P2(2,l)=exp(-v2Gmin)exp(-v3Gmin)v2/(v2+V3)[l-exp(-V3g2)]
P1(2.2)=[l-exp(-v2Gmin)]exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]

P2(2,2)=exp(-v2Gmin)exp(-v3Gmin)v2/(v2+V3)exp(-V3g2)
P1(2.3)=exp(-v2Gmin)[l-exp(-v3Gmin)]

P2(2,3)=exp(-v2Gmin)exp(-v3Gmin)v3/(v2+V3)

P1(3,l)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]}

P2(3,l)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmiri)]exp(-V3GrTlin)v2/(v2+V3)[l-exp(-V3g2)]
P1(3,2)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]

P2(3,2)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]exp(-V3Gmin)v2/(v2+V3)exp(-v3g2)
P1(3,3)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)][l-exp(-V3Gniin)]

P2(3,3)=exp(-V2Gmin)exp(-v3Gmin)v3/(v2+V3)

Figure 3.3. — continued.
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Similarly, the expected dwell time of the case that phase 3 terminates

the dwell is

Gdwl3 =
v3

(v 2 + v3)2
(3.21)

Please note that it is unnecessary to split the parallel difference

in cycle 1, since whether phase 1 dwells or not in cycle 1 will not

affect the presence of the actuated phases in cycle 2.

Step 2: Compute Transition and Stationary Probabilities. The transition

probabilities are also shown in Figure 3.3. Although they look

complicated at the first glance, they can be easily established from

basic Poisson distribution function. The following example illustrates

how they are obtained.

Let P2(1,1) be the probability of sub-transition 2 from state 1 to
state 1. It is shown in Figure 3.3 that in this sub-transition, phase

2’s red time is g3+Gmin+(dwell time), and phase 3’s is Gmin+(dwell
time)+g2- This sub-transition occurs when the following conditions are
satisfied: (1) both phases 2 and 3 are not activated before Gmin

expires; (2) phase 2 is first activated when the green light dwells on

phase 1; and (3) phase 3 is activated during phase 2’s green time.

These conditions are formulated as follows:

P2(M)
= P(phase 2 is not activated before Gm-¡n expires)

* P(Phase 3 is not activated before Gm^n expires)
* P(phase 2 is first activated when the green light dwells on phase 1)
* P(Phase 3 is activated when phase 2 is green)
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= r(0, g3+Gmin) * r(0, Gmin) * [v2/(v2+v3)] * [l-r(0, g2)]
= exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]*exp(-v3Gmin)*[v2/(v2+V3)]*[l-exp(-V3g2)] (3.22)

Once P|<(i,j) is determined, k=sub-transition 1 or 2, the next task
is to compute stationary probabilities. Let P(i,j)=Pj(i,j)+P2(i>J) for
all i and j, and let P(i) be the stationary probability of state i,

where i=l to 3, P(i) can be obtained from solving the following

equations:

■P(l,l) P(1,2) P(1>3)
'

P(l)~

[ P( 1),P(2),P(3) ] P (2,1) P(2,2) P(2,3) = P (2)

_P(3,1) P (3,2) P (3,3) _ . P(3)_

with P(l)+P(2)+P(3)=l.

Step 3: Determine Patterns. All the possible patterns in terms of red

and green times for the three phases are summarized in Table 3.1. For

phase 1, the dwell time is included in the green time, since dwell

extends the green time. For phases 2 and 3, the green times are fixed,

but the determination of red times needs explanations.

When dwell occurs, the actuated phase following phase 1 terminates

the dwell. In this case, the actuated phase has no arrival during the

red time until it is activated by a vehicle (i.e., until the end of the

dwell time). Similarly, when an actuated phase is skipped, there is no

vehicle arrival during the corresponding red time. In order to

distinguish from the actual red time, effective red time is used for the

actuated phases, which subtracts the red time without arrivals from the

actual red time. The effective red time is always positive in Sub¬

transition 1, but is zero for the actuated phase immediately following

phase 1 in Sub-transition 2. In Table 3.1, Patterns 1 and 2 of
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Table 3.1. Patterns (in Terms of Red and Green Times) and Their
Probabilities at a Three-Phase Semi-Actuated Signal
Under Isolated Control.

Phase Pat. Type of pattern Pattern probability

1
r=g2+g3

gGmin
P(1)[P1(1,1)+P1(1,2)+P1(1,3)]

2
r=g2+g3

gGmin+Gdwl2
P(1)[P2(1,1)+P2(1,2)]

3
r=g2+g3

g-Gmin+Gdwl3
P(1)P2(1,3)

4
r=g2

g-Gmin
P(2)[P1(2,1)+P1(2,2)+P1(2,3)]

5
r=g2

gGmin+Gdwl2
P(2)[P2(2,1)+P2(2,2)]

6
r=g2

g-Gmin+Gdwl3
P(2)P2(2,3)

7
r=g3

g Gmin

P(3)[P1(3,1)+P1(3,2)-hP1(3,3)]

8
r=g3

gGmin+Gdwl2
P(3)[P2(3,1)+P2(3,2)]

9
r=g3

g_Gmin+Gdwl3
P(3)P2(3,3)

Ps and d
equations

(3.3)

(3.4)

where Gdwl2 =

Jdwl 3 ■'

(v2 + v3)‘

v3

(v2 + v3)*
r - red time
g green time
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Table 3.1. — continued.

Phase Pat. Type of pattern Pattern probabi1ity
Ps and d
equations

1
r=Gmin

9=92
P(2)[P1(2,1)+P1(2,2)]

(3.5)

2 2
r=93+Gmin P(1)[P1(1,1)+P1(1,2)]+[P(1)P(1,3)+P(2) (3.6)

9=92 P(2,3)+P(3)][P1(3,1)+P1(3,2)]/[1-P(3,3)]

3
r=0

9=92

P(1)[P2(1,1)+P2(1,2)]+P(2)[P2(2,1)
+P2(2,2)]+P(1)P(1,3)+P(2)P(2,3)+P(3)]
[P2(3,l)-*-P2(3,2)]/[l-P(3,3)]

(3.7)

(3.8)

1
r=Gmin+92 PdlPjd.D+POJP^s.DMPdJPd^)

g=g3 +P(2)+P(3)P(3,2)]P1(2,1)/[1-P(2,2)]

2
r=g2 P(l)P2(l,l)+P(3)P2(3fl)]+[P(l)P(l,2) (3.5)

3
g=g3 +P(2)+P(3)P(3,2)]P2(2,1)/[1-P(2,2)] (3.6)

3
r=Gmin PdJP^l.SJ+PdlPid.Sll + tPdJPd^)

g=g3 +P(2)+P(3)P(3,2)]P1(2,3)/[1-P(2,2)]

4
r=0 Pd)P2d,3)+P(3)P2(3,3)MPd)Pd,2) (3.7)

9=g3 +P(2)+P(3)P(3,2)]P2(2,3)/[1-P(2,2)] (3.8)

where r = effective red time
g = green time
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phase 2 have positive effective red times, while Pattern 3 has a zero

effective red time. Similarly, Patterns 1, 2, and 3 of phase 3 have

positive effective red times, and Pattern 4 has a zero effective red

time.

Step 4: Determine Pattern Probabilities. Pattern probability is

computed from summing up the product of stationary and transition

probabilities of the transitions that produce the concerned pattern.

Table 3.1 shows the pattern probabilities of the three phases. The

first two patterns of phase 2 are explained below to illustrate how they

are obtained.

Pattern 1 has the green time of g2 and the effective red time of

Gm.¡n. In Figure 3.3, it can be observed that this pattern appears in
the following two sub-transitions:

State 2 to state 1, sub-transition 1; and

State 2 to state 2, sub-transition 1.

Since their transition probabilities are P^(2,1) and Pj(2,2),
respectively, and the stationary probability of state 2 is P(2), the

pattern probability is P(2) * Pj(2,l) + P(2) * Pj(2,2), i.e.,

P(2)[P1(2,1) + P(!(2,2)].
Pattern 2 is more complicated. Its green time is g2, and its

effective red time is g3+Gm-¡n. As observed in Figure 3.3 again, this
pattern appears in the following (sub-)transitions:

State 1 to state 1, sub-transition 1;

State 1 to state 2, sub-transition 1;

State 1 to state 3;

State 2 to state 3;
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State 3 to state 1, sub-transition 1;

State 3 to state 2, sub-transition 1; and

State 3 to state 3.

This pattern is depicted in Figure 3.4 as separated into three

components according to the status in cycle 1: state 1, state 2, and

state 3. The pattern probability contributed by each component is shown

in the figure, and their sum is the pattern probability.

The third component shows that the pattern appears in the following

three transitions:

State 3 to state 1, sub-transition 1;

State 3 to state 2, sub-transition 1; and

State 3 to state 3.

For easy reference, the three transitions are referred to as

transitions a, b, and c here. The pattern probability contributed by

transitions a and b, as explained above, is

P(3)[P1(3,1) + P]_(3,2)]. (3.24)
However, the probability contributed by transition c involves an

infinitive series. When this transition occurs, the green and effective

red times will not appear in the current transition due to phase 2 being

skipped. But they may appear in the next transition if the next

transition is either transition a or b. The probability of this

situation is

P(3)P(3,3)[P1(3,1) + P¡(3,2)]. (3.25)
Similarly, if the next transition is c again, then the above

situation may repeat and therefore the probability is
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Probability=P(l)[P1(l,l)+P1(lt2)]+P(l)P(l,3)[P1(3,l)+P1(3,2)]/[l-P(3,3)]

P ! (3,1)

Probability^POJCP^a.D+PiO^JJ/tl-PO.S)]
Pattern probafiility=P(l)[P1(l,l)+P1(1,2)]+[P(1)P(1,3)+P(2)P(2,3)

+P(3)][P1(3,1)+P1(3,2)]/[1-P(3,3)]
Figure 3.4. Example of the Determination of Pattern Probability.
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P(3)P(3,3)[Pj(3,l) + P!(3,2)]
+ P(3)P(3,3)2[P1(3,1) + P¡(3,2) ]
+ P(3)P(3,3)3[P1(3,1) + P1(3,2)]+...

= P(3)P(3,3)[Pj(3,l) + Pi(3,2)]/[1 - P(3,3) ] (3.26)
Combining (3.24) and (3.26), the total probability contributed by this

component is

P(3)[P1(3,1) + Pj(3,2)] + P(3)P(3,3)[P1(3,1) + Pj(3,2)]/[1 - P(3,3)]
= P^HP^.l) + P1(3,2)]{1 + P(3,3)/[l - P(3.3)]}
= P(3)[P1(3,1) + Pj(3,2)]/[1 - P(3,3)]. (3.27)

The other two components will not be explained since they follow

the same logic.

Step 5: Compute Stop Probabilities and Average Delays. By entering r

and g of each pattern along with the phase traffic volume to the

equations numbered in the last column of Table 3.1, the pattern stop

probability and average delay can be computed. Then by applying

Equations (3.14) and (3.15), the average delays for the three phases and

for the intersection as a whole can be estimated. Similarly, by

applying Equations (3.18) and (3.19), the stop probabilities for the

three phases and for the intersection as a whole can also be estimated.

Coordinated Control

Under coordinated control, a background cycle length is imposed on

each individual signal in order to achieve green bands for progressive

movements on the major street. A three-phase signal under coordinated

control is presented in this section.

Step 1: Determine Transitions. There are four states in one cycle,

based on whether phase 2 or 3 is skipped or not. They are (1) phase 1,

then phase 2, and finally phase 3; (2) phase 1 followed by phase 2, then
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returns to phase 1; (3) phase 1 followed by phase 3, then returns to

phase 1; and (4) phase 1 only. State 1 is the normal sequence, in which

no actuated phase is skipped. State 2 is the case that phase 3 is

skipped due to lack of demand before phase 2 completes. State 3 means

that phase 2 is skipped, but phase 3 is not. State 4 indicates that

both phases 2 and 3 are skipped, so that the green light stays on phase

1 to complete the whole cycle. The sixteen transitions constituted by

the four states are shown in Figure 3.5.

It can be seen in states 2 and 3 that the green light returns to

phase 1 to complete the cycle after the activated phase (either phase 2

or phase 3) has been serviced. The time interval beyond the end of the

last activated phase to the end of one cycle is called slack time. The

maximum slack time, as can be observed in state 4 in which both phases 2

and 3 are skipped, is the cycle length minus Gm^n.
Moreover, as shown in transitions 4, 8, 12, and 16, both phases 2

and 3 are skipped in cycle 2, since they are not activated before Gmin

completes. In this case, if a vehicle arrives for phase 3 right after

the end of Gmin, the vehicle has to wait till the next cycle to be
serviced. This is certainly not efficient. Some commercial controllers

use permissive periods to improve this situation. A permissive period

in this example would allow phase 3 to receive the green time in cycle

2, if activated after the end of Gm^n, but before the end of the
permissive period. To accomplish this, transitions 4, 8, 12, and 16

would have to be split into several further transitions, to represent

all the possible outcomes. Since permissive periods greatly increase

the complexity of the analysis, they will not be considered in this

example.
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Figure 3.5. Transitions, Red Times, and Transition Probabilities at a
Three-Phase Semi-Actuated Signal Under Coordinated Control.
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Transition No. Transition probability

1 P(l,l)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]}
2 P(l)2)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(Gmin+g2)]

3 P(l,3)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)][l-exp(-v3Gmin)]

4 P(l,4)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]exp(-v3Gmin)

5 P(2,l)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(g3+Gmin+g2)]}
6 P(2,2)={l-exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(g3+Gmin+g2)]
7 P(2,3)=exp[-v2(g3+Gmin)]{l-exp[-v3(g3+Gmin)]}
8 P(2,4)=exp[-v2(g3+Gniin)]exp[-V3(g3+Gmin)]

9 P(3,l)={l-exp[-v2(g3+g2+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(g2+Gmin+g2)]}
10 P(3,2)={l-exp[-v2(g3+g2+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(g2+Gmin+g2)]
11 P(3,3)=exp[-v2(g3+g2+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(g2+Gmin)]}
12 P(3,4)=exp[-v2(g3+g2+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(g2+Gmin)]
13 P(4,l)={l-exp[-v2(g2+g3+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(g2+g3+Gmin+g2)]}
14 P(4)2)={l-exp[-v2(g2+g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(g2+g3+Gmin+g2)]
15 P(4,3)=exp[-v2(g2+g3+Gmin)]}{l-exp[-v3(g2+g3+Gmin)]}
16 P(4,4)=exp[-v2(g2+g3+Gmin)]}exp[-v3(g2+g3+Gmin)]

Figure 3.5. — continued.
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Step 2: Compute Transition and Stationary Probabilities. The transition

probabilities are shown in Figure 3.5. Similarly to isolated control,

stationary probabilities, P(i), i=l to 4, can be obtained from solving

the following equations:

[ P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4) ]

'

P(l,l) P(l,2) P(1,3) P(1,4) ‘
“

P(D'

P(2,l) P(2,2) P(2,3) P(2,4) P(2)

P (3,1) P (3,2) P (3,3) P (3,4) P (3)

_ P(4,1) P(4,2) P(4,3) P(4,4) . _ P(4)_

(3.28)

with P(l)+P(2)+P(3)+P(4)=l.

Steps 3 and 4.

Since the processes of Steps 3 (Determine patterns) and 4

(Determine pattern probabilities) are similar to those under isolated

control, only their results are shown in Table 3.2.

Step 5: Compute Stop Probabilities and Average Delays. The processes of

this step to arrive at phase and intersection stop probabilities and

average delays are similar to those under isolated control. But the

effect of progression on phase 1 should be further considered.

Up to this point, the stop probabilities and average delays

obtained assume Poisson arrival conditions. As stated in the section of

Assumptions and Notations, the non-actuated phase (i.e., phase 1, which

controls the major street traffic) is assumed to be under the influence

of traffic progression from the upstream intersection. Hence, the stop

probability and average delay of phase 1 should be further adjusted to

take this factor into account. As reviewed in Chapter Two, the

influence of traffic progression can be accessed by using the

progression adjustment factors (PF) provided in the 1985 Highway

Capacity Manual (HCM) [19]. The stop probability and average delay for
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Table 3.2. Patterns (in Terms of Red and Green Times) and Their
Probabilities at a Three-Phase Semi-Actuated Signal
Under Coordinated Control.

Phase Pat. Type of pattern Pattern probability
Ps and d
equations

1
r=g2+g3

9-Gmin
P(1)[P(1,1)+P(1,2)+P(1,3)]

2
r=g2

9=Gsla2+Gmin
P(2)[P(2,1)+P(2,2)+P(2,3)]

1

3
r=g3

9 Gsla2+Gmin
P(3)[P(3,1)+P(3,2)+P(3,3)]

(3.3)

4
r=g2+g3, n=2,3,...

g=(n-l)CB+Gmin, n=2,3,...
P(l)[P(4)+P(l,4)]P(4,4)n'2
[P(4,l)+P(4,2)+P(4,3)]

(3.4)

5
r=g2

g=nCB-g2, n=2,3,...
P(2)[P(4)+P(2,4)]P(4,4)n'2
[P(4,l)+P(4,2)+P(4,3)]

6
r=g3

g=nCB-g3, n=2,3,...
P(3)[P(4)+P(3,4)]P(4,4)n~2
[P(4,l)+P(4,2)+P(4,3)]

where Gs1a2
Gsla3

r

g

g2
93
red time
green time
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Table 3.2. — continued.

Phase Pat. Type of pattern Pattern probabi1ity
Ps and d
equations

2

1
r-gS+Gmin

9=92
P(1)[P(1,1)+P(1,2)]

(3.5)

(3.6)

2
r~Gsla3+Gmin

9=92
P(2)[P(2,1)+P(2,2)]

3
r-g3+Gsl a2+Gmi n

9=92

P(1)P(1,3)+P(2)P(2,3)+P(4)P(4,3)

+P(3)[P(3,1)+P(3,2)+P(3,3)]

4
r=Gsla+Gmin

9=92

P(1)P(1,4)+P(2)P(2,4)+P(3)P(3,4)

+P(4)[P(4,1)+P(4,2)+P(4,4)]

3

i
r-Gmin4’g2

g=g3
P(1)P(1,1)

(3.5)

(3.6)

i-

►

2
r=Gmin

g=g3
P(1)P(1,3)

3
r'Gsla2+Gmin+g2
g=g3

P(3)P(3,1)+{P(1)[P(1,2)+P(1,4)P(5,2)]+
P(2)+P(3)[P(3,2)+P(3,4)P(5,2)+P(4)
P(4,2)}P(2,1)/{1-[P(2,2)+P(2,4)P(4,2)]'

4
r_Gsla2+Gmin

9=g3

P(3)P(3,3)+{P(1)[P(1,2)+P(1,4)P(5,2)]+
P(2)+P(3)[P(3,2)+P(3,4)P(5,2)+P(4)
P(4,2)}P(2,3)/{1-[P(2,2)+P(2,4)P(4,2)]

5
r-Gsla+Gmin+g2
9=93

{P(1)[P(1,4)+P(1,2)P(5,4)]+P(2)[P(2,4)-
P(2,2)P(5,4)+P(3)[P(3,4)+P(3,2)P(5,4)+
+P(4)}P(4,1)/{1-[P(4,4)+P(4,2)P(2,4)]}

6
r-Gsla+Gmin

9=93

(P(1)[P(1,4)+P(1,2)P(5,4)]+P(2)[P(2,4)-
P(2,2)P(5,4)+P(3)[P(3,4)+P(3,2)P(5,4)+
+P(4)}P(4,3)/{1-[P(4,4)+P(4,2)P(2,4)]}

where G sla2 I g2
bsla3 : g3

P(5?J? = P?4?2)/[l-P(4,4)]
P(5,4) = P(2,4)/[l-P(2,2)]

r = effective red time
g = green time
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phase 1, computed by this method, are multiplied by PF to account for

the influence of traffic progression. Since the determination of PF

values has been reviewed in Chapter Two, it will not be repeated here.

The PF values are simply regarded as input in this method.

Test of the Analytical Method

Since the quantitative analysis of average delays and stop

probabilities is very complicated, some approximations are used in the

development of this method. Justification is needed for these

approximations. A simulation which deals with individual vehicles in

determining delays and stops was employed for this justification. The

purpose of this simulation is to test, under the same assumptions,

whether the Analytical Method will produce the same results as does the

simulation. If the results are close, it would be reasonable to

conclude that the mathematics in this method is correct.

It should be emphasized, however, that this simulation is simply to

test the mathematical model in this method under the previously stated

assumptions. Field data would be required to further validate whether

the assumptions are reasonable.

It would be best to test the mathematical model if existing

simulation programs can be used. NETSIM [31] could be a reasonable

choice for this purpose, since it is the most widely used simulation

program in the traffic engineering community. However, NETSIM assumes

uniform arrivals on entry links, but the Analytical Method assumes

Poisson arrivals. Therefore, they are not under the same assumptions.

Because of the difference in the underlying assumptions, NETSIM could

not be used and a new simulation program was developed.
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Since the Analytical Method is conducted on an intersection basis,

the simulation deals with only individual intersections. Also, since

the Analytical Method originally computes average delays and stop

probabilities with no consideration of progression (though it then uses

the HCM’s progression adjustment factors to account for the effect of

progression on the non-actuated phase), the simulation does not simulate

platoon arrivals either. Only random flows are simulated, regardless of

whether the signal is under coordinated control or isolated control.

The results from the two methods, before the adjustments for

progression, are compared in this section.

In the simulation program, a sequence of vehicle arrival times for

each actuated phase is first generated, with exponentially distributed

inter-arrival times. These arrival times represent the times of vehicle

arrivals at the stop line (which also represent the detection times,

since a presence detector is presumed to be located near the stop line).

The mechanics of the semi-actuated signal operations are built into the

program to determine the start times of the green phase of each actuated

phase. For example, for coordinated operation, the program first checks

if the first actuated phase has any arrivals up to the yield point. If

it does, the actuated phase is given green time right after the yield

point, and the program checks if the second actuated phase registers any

arrivals up to the end of the green time of the first actuated phase.

On the other hand, if the first actuated phase does not have any

arrivals up to the yield point, it is skipped and the program checks if

the second actuated phase has any arrivals up to the yield point. If

the second actuated phase also has no arrivals, the next actuated phase
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is checked. After all the actuated phases have been checked, one cycle

is completed, and the program starts the next cycle.

The queued vehicles arriving in the red time of an actuated phase,

and those (if any) arriving before the queue has fully discharged, are

released at the saturation flow rate. The moment a vehicle is released

represents the departure time of the vehicle leaving the stop line. The

delay of each stopped vehicle was calculated as the departure time minus

the arrival time. The average delay per vehicle was calculated as the

total delay divided by the total number of vehicles, with total delay as

the sum of the delay of all stopped vehicles. The stop probability was

obtained by dividing the total number of vehicles stopped by the total

number of vehicles. Isolated and coordinated controls were treated

separately.

From the above description, it can be seen that vehicle arrival

times of actuated phases are the only random variables generated in the

simulation process. After they are generated, the remaining processes

are deterministic based on these arrival times, the signal operation,

and the saturation departure rate.

A three-phase signal was simulated under both isolated and

coordinated controls. The minimum green time of the non-actuated phase

and the green times of the actuated phases were taken as 20 seconds.

Under each kind of control, 216 sets of volumes were tested—the three

phases were given volumes from 50 vehicles per hour (vph) to 300 vph,

with 50 vph increments. Each set of volumes was simulated for ten

replications, and each replication was simulated for 6,000 seconds.

The Analytical Method was coded into a computer program to compute

stop probabilities and average delays for the 216 sets of volumes. Part
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of the results are shown in Figure 3.6, which presents four comparisons:

stop probabilities and average delays of phase 2 under both isolated and

coordinated controls, when phase 3’s volume is 50 vph. The average

delays obtained from simulation runs are plotted to illustrate both the

central tendency and the dispersion, but only the central tendency of

stop probabilities are plotted, since their standard deviations are very

small (less than 0.3%). These comparisons show that the estimations

from the method are visually fitted to the data points obtained from

simulation runs. Since other sets of results show the same pattern,

they are omitted. This finding indicates that the approximations in

this method are acceptable.

Comparison with a Pretimed Model

According to the review in Chapter Two, very few models exist which

deal exclusively with semi-actuated signal evaluation. A common

evaluation practice, given this lack of appropriate models, is the use

of a model for pretimed signals, with average green and red times as

input. The purpose of this section is to investigate the difference

between using a pretimed model and using the Analytical Method. The

method using a pretimed model will be referred to as the Pretimed Model

Method, in contrast to the Analytical Method.

The three-phase signal is used again in this comparison, as it was

used in the previous section for validation against simulation. Recall

that the minimum green time of the non-actuated phase and the green

times of the two actuated phases are taken as 20 seconds. Because an

actuated phase has 20 seconds of green time when present, but has zero

seconds of green time when skipped, and because the phase’s red time

depends on the presence of the other actuated phase, it is very
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Under isolated control, phase 3's volume=5Q vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

Under coordinated control, phase 3's volume=5Q vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

• results from the Analytical Method
*

+- 1 std.
deviation

if

mean delay values o mean stop probabilities
from simulation runs from simulation runs

Fi.gure 3.6. Stop Probability and Average Delay Comparisons,
the Analytical Method vs. Simulation.
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difficult to estimate the phase’s average red and green times without

conducting a field observation or performing a simulation. For

simplicity, it is assumed that the average green time of each phase is

20 seconds. In other words, the three phases are assumed to appear in

every cycle with 20 seconds of green time. Under this assumption, each

phase has a red time of 40 seconds and a green time of 20 seconds in

each cycle.

Since Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are for pretimed phases, they are

used in the Pretimed Model Method to compute the stop probabilities and

average delays for phase 2 of the above pretimed signal. The stop

probabilities and average delays of phase 2 when phase 3’s volumes are

50 vph and 300 vph are shown in Figure 3.7. In this figure, the results

from the two methods show some differences. The deviations are highly

significant at very low volumes (such as less than 150 vph), but they

are small when volumes of both phases 2 and 3 approach 300 vph.

One observation stands out clearly in this figure, which is that

the Pretimed Model Method is unable to differentiate isolated and

coordinated controls. In the Analytical Method, isolated and

coordinated controls yield different stop probabilities and average

delays. But the two different controls yield the same results in the

Pretimed Model Method.

The different results can be explained by investigating the

intermediate results from the Analytical Method. The intermediate

results from this method are shown in Table 3.3 for phase 2 under

coordinated control, with phase 2 having a volume of 150 vph, and phase

3 of 300 vph. In Table 3.3 (a), there are four patterns, which fall

into two types of cycles. The first two patterns have a red time of 40
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Phase 3' volume = 50 vph

Average delay (sec/veh)

Phase 3's volume = 300 vph

Average delay (sec/veh)

50 100 150 200 250 300 50 100 150 200 250 300
Phase 2's volume in vph

Phase 3' volume = 50 vph

Stop probability

Phase 3's volume = 300 vph

• results from the Analytical Method, under coordinated control
O results from the Analytical Method, under isolated control
a results from the Pretimed Model Method

Figure 3.7. Stop Probability and Average Delay Comparisons,
the Analytical Method vs. the Pretimed Model Method.
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Table 3.3. A Further Comparison Between the Analytical Method
and the Pretimed Model Method.

(a) Results from the Analytical Method, under coordinated control
(Phase 2's volume=150 vph, phase 3's volume=300 vph)

Phase Pat. Type of pattern
(sec.)

Pattern
prob.

Pattern
stop prob.

Pattern
avg. delay
(sec/veh)

2

1
r=93+Gmin=4°

g=g2=20
0.653 0.779 16.57

2
r-Gsl a3+Gmi n_4G

g=g2=20
0.020 0.779 16.57

3 r~6$+(^ n
g=g2=20

0.271 0.833 24.11

4
r=Gsla+Gmin~60

g=g2=20
0.056 0.833 24.11

Phase stop probability 0.80

Phase average delay (sec/veh) 19.54

(b) Results from the Pretimed Model Method
(phase 2's volume=150 vph)

Phase Phase
Red time Green time

(sec) (sec)

40 20

Phase
stop probabi1ity

0.727

Phase
average delay

(sec/veh)

14.55
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seconds and a green time of 20 seconds, while the last two patterns have

a red time of 60 seconds and a green time of 20 seconds. As explained

previously (with the aid of Figure 3.5), the second cycle type results

from phase skipping. The pattern probabilities in Table 3.3 (a) show

that 67.3% of cycles are of the first type, while 32.7% of cycles are of

the second type. In comparison, the Pretimed Model Method treats all

the cycles as the first cycle type, since it has no way to figure out

what percentage will be of the second cycle type. In other words, the

Pretimed Model Method is unable to handle phase skipping.

Furthermore, the stop probability and average delay in the first

cycle type are different in the Analytical Method from those computed in

the Pretimed Model Method. This is because the Analytical Method uses

equations which were developed by considering phase skipping and

dwelling. The equations used in the Pretimed Model Method, however, do

not have the capability to handle phase skipping and dwelling.

From the above discussions, it can be seen that the deviation of

the two methods’ results is due to the inability of the Pretimed Model

Method to deal with phase skipping and dwelling. Thus, models for

pretimed phases are not applicable for actuated phases under low volume

conditions.

Summary and Discussions

This chapter presents the Analytical Method to estimate stop

probabilities and average delays for semi-actuated signals at low

volumes, under both isolated and coordinated controls. The method

investigates various cycle patterns, and computes their probabilities

using Markov chain recurrence and the Poisson distribution. The method

is validated against simulation, confirming that the mathematics in the
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method is correct. Stop probability and average delay from this method

are compared to those from a model for pretimed signals. The

comparisons show that when traffic volumes approach 300 vph, they are

close. When traffic volumes are much lower than 300 vph, the difference

is significant.

The method is easy to apply when there are only two phases. When

the number of phases increases, the complexity increases significantly.

For instance, a four-phase signal (one non-actuated phase and three

actuated phases) under isolated control has 2^ -1=7 states in one

cycle. Hence, there are total of 2 * 7^ = 98 sub-transitions to

consider.

The method is capable of handling single ring operations without

overlap, but it would be too involved to deal with either dual ring or

overlap situations. The difference between single and dual rings is

illustrated in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 (a) is a single ring operation

without overlap, which is characterized as having each movement appear

in only one phase. Figure 3.8 (b) is a dual ring operation with

overlap, in which phase 1 may change to any of phases 2, 3 or 4,

depending on the traffic demand of those three phases.

Because of these disadvantages, a second method is considered using

a macroscopic approach. The second method, which is presented in the

next chapter, does not analyze the various situations of individual

cycles. Instead, it uses average red and green times.

Equations Development

This section develops the stop probability and average delay

equations used in this chapter. The non-actuated phase is treated first.
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L 2 3
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(a) Single ring operation without overlap

(b) Dual ring operation with overlap

Figure 3.8. Actuated Signal Operation Examples of Single Ring
without Overlap and Dual Ring with Overlap.
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The Non-Actuated Phase

Since the non-actuated phase appears in every cycle, regardless of

whether it has traffic demand or not, it generally acts like a pretimed

phase, except that its red and green lengths may vary from cycle to

cycle. For given red and green times, the non-actuated phase can be

regarded as a pretimed phase. Hence, the stop probability and average

delay equations for pretimed phases can be applied to the non-actuated

phase.

Although a variety of stop probability and average delay equations

have been proposed for pretimed signals, the ones used in the HCM [19],

SOAP [52], or TRANSYT [45] are most popular. Since Hagen and Courage

[17] have demonstrated that their models agree closely at volume levels

below the saturation point, the stop probability equation used in SOAP

and the average delay equation used in TRANSYT are adopted in this

study. For convenience, the two equations are shown in the following:

1 - g/c
Ps = (3.29)

1 - xg/C

d = dl + d2 (3.30)

C(1 - g/C)2 Bn x2 ,/? Bn
2(1 - xg/C) Bd Bd Bd

where C = r + g

x2
Bn = 2(1 - x) +

1800v
4x x

o

Bd = - ( )2
1800v 1800v

Equation (3.29) can be derived to another form for easy

application.
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i - g/c
Ps =

1 - xg/c

c(i - g/c)

C(1 - xg/C)

C - g

C(1 - v/s)

rs

C(s - v)

r v
= — (1 + )

C s - v

1 rv
= (r + )

r + g s - v

r + g$

r + g

rv

where gs =
s - v

Equation (3.31) means that the stop probability is the sum of the red

and saturation green times divided by the cycle length. This form is

consistent with the intuition, since a vehicle will be stopped if it

arrives either in the red time or in the saturation green time joining

the end of a discharging queue. Hence, the stop probability is the

proportion of the sum of the red and saturation green times to the cycle

1ength.

Equation (3.30) consists of two terms, dl and d2. The first term

represents the average delay per vehicle under the assumption of uniform

arrivals with an average arrival rate of v throughout the cycle. The

second term is often called random delay or overflow delay since it

(3.31)

(3.32)
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attempts to account for the fact that the vehicles arrive randomly [24]

The second term can be verified to be very small relative to the first

term when traffic volume is less than 300 vph. Hence, the second term

can be neglected under low volume conditions.

The first term of Equation (3.30) can also be derived to another

form for easy application.

C(1 - g/C)2
dl =

2(1 - xg/C)

C( 1 - g/C) C(1 - g/C)

1 - xg/C 2

r + gs c - g

r + g 2

r + y s r
(3.33)

r + g 2

r
= — Ps (3.34)

2

Moreover, since Equation (3.34) is approach delay, it is divided by 1.3

to reflect only the stopped delay portion of the total approach delay

[19].

r

dl = Ps (3.35)
2.6

Equation (3.35) means that the average delay is the red time multiplied

by the stop probability, and then divided by 2.6.

Equations (3.31), (3.32), and (3.35) are used in the Analytical

Method as Equations (3.3), (3.9), and (3.4), respectively.

Recall that uniform arrivals with an average rate of v throughout

the cycle are assumed in Equations (3.31), (3.32), and (3.35). Thus,
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the number of vehicle arrivals is proportional to the length of red

time. But this property is not always true for actuated phases.

Actuated Phases

Unlike the non-actuated phase appearing in every cycle, an actuated

phase receives green time only after it is activated by a vehicle

arrival. After the actuated phase is activated, it may receive green

time immediately, depending on whether dwell is occurring or not. The

actuated phase will receive green time immediately if the green light is

dwelling on the non-actuated phase. Otherwise, the actuated phase will

have to wait to receive green time. In the former case, there is only

one arrival, which triggers the end of the red time, regardless of how

long the red time has been. In the latter case, the actuation(s) may

occur at any point of the red time. In this case, similarly to pretimed

or non-actuated phases, a longer red time can be assumed to include more

arrivals. Because of the difference between the two cases, red time is

not applicable in calculating arrivals. Effective red time (which

subtracts the red time without arrivals from the actual red time) is

used to substitute for the actual red time for actuated phases. It is

clear that effective red time is zero when the actuated phase terminates

the dwell; otherwise, the effective red time is the same as the actual

red time. The equation development is also split into the two

situations.

Positive Effective Red Times Consider a model which has a cyclic time

period with two components r and g. R represent a red time, but g can

be red or green depending on whether the actuated phase is activated in

r or not. If a vehicle arrives in r, g will be green; otherwise, if no

vehicle arriving in r, g remains red.
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First of all, let’s consider stop probability. A vehicle can

arrive either in r or g. For a given vehicle, the probability of

arriving in r is r/(r + g), and the probability of arriving in g is

g/(r + g). Flence, the stop probability of the vehicle is

r g
Ps = (Ps in r) + (Ps in g) (3.36)

r + g r + g

Where (Ps in r) and (Ps in g) denote the stop probability of the vehicle

arriving in r and in g, respectively. When the vehicle arrives in r, it

will be stopped, i.e.,

(Ps in r) = 1 (3.37)

When the vehicle arrives in g, there are two possibilities. If there is

no other vehicle arriving in r, g will be red, and the vehicle will be

stopped. The probability of this possibility is e‘vr. In the other

possibility, if any vehicles have arrived in r, g will be green. The

probability of this possibility is (1 - e‘vr). When this occurs, there

are two sub-situations: either (1) the vehicle arrives in the saturation

green time (gs), or (2) the vehicle arrives in the remaining green time
(9 ' gs). The probability of sub-situation (1) is gs/g and the vehicle
will be stopped (since the vehicle will join the end of the dissipating

queue), i.e., Ps = 1. The probability of sub-situation (2) is

(g - gs)/g,
but the vehicle will not be stopped (since the queue has already

dissipated), i.e., Ps = 0. In conclusion, the stop probability of the

vehicle arriving in g is
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gc g - gQ
vr 1-/1 «-vn r y$_ i + o ](Ps in g) = e'vr 1 + (1 - e r) [

= e"vr + (1 - e'vr)-vr> (3.38)

Substituting (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.36), the stop probability is

Ps =

r + g

r + gs

r + g

r + gs

1 + [ e‘vr + (1 - e’vr)
r + g

-vn

g - 9<J JS .UP

+ e

r + g

r + g<.
+ (1 - —) e"vr

r + g

rvr + (1 - e'vr)

r + g

r + gs
(3.39)

r + g

Equation (3.39) can be further examined by investigating the

extremes. When v approaches zero, Ps approaches unity because e‘vr

approaches unity. This result is consistent with intuition. Remember

that any vehicles arriving in the unsaturated green time will not be

stopped. When traffic demand is very low, vehicle arrivals are

generally sparsely distributed, so that almost every vehicle will arrive

in a red time, and very few will follow immediately to arrive in the

green time. Hence, the stop probability is close to unity. On the

other hand, when v is high, Ps approaches (r + gs)/(r + g) because e‘vr
approaches zero. In this case, the actuated phase will be activated in

almost every cycle, like the pattern of a pretimed phase. Hence, the

stop probability will approach that of a pretimed phase.

Average delay can be estimated by the similar fashion. Since the

average delay per vehicle can be regarded as the total delay experienced
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by any vehicle, the equation will be developed by considering one

vehicle.

A vehicle can arrive either in r or g. For a given vehicle, the

probability of arriving in r is r/(r + g), and the probability of

arriving in g is g/(r + g). Hence, the total delay of the vehicle is

r 9
d = (d in r) + (d in g) (3.40)

r + g r + g

Where (d in r) and (d in g) denote the expected waiting time of the

vehicle arriving in r and in g, respectively. When the vehicle arrives

in r, its expected waiting time is half the red time, i.e.,

(d in r) = r/2 (3.41)

When the vehicle arrives in g, there are two possibilities. If there is

no other vehicle arriving in r, g will be red, and the vehicle will have

to wait till the next cycle. Its expected waiting time is half of g

plus r, i.e., r + g/2. The probability of this possibility is e'vr. In
the other possibility if any vehicles have arrived in r, g will be

green. When this occurs, there are two sub-situations: either (1) the
vehicle arrives in the saturation green time (gs), or (2) the vehicle
arrives in the remaining green time (g - gs). The probability of sub¬
situation (1) is gs/g and the expected waiting time of this sub¬
situation is gs/2. The probability of sub-situation (2) is

(g - gs)/g,
but the vehicle will not be delayed (since the queue has already

dissipated), i.e., d = 0. Combining these two sub-situations, the

expected waiting time of the vehicle arriving in g is

g gc g<-
-vr ( + r) + (i _ e‘vr) — —

2 g
(d in g) = e

2
(3.42)
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Substituting (3.41) and (3.42) into (3.40), the average delay is
„ 2

d =

r + g 2

r2

2(r + g)
+ e

[ e'vr ( + r) + (1
r + g 2

g(g + 2r)
'vr

+ (1 - e~vr) -

,-vr

2g
]

2(r + g) 2(r + g)
(3.43)

Please note that approximations are used in the equation

development. A good example of approximations is the treatment of the

saturation green time (gs). The saturation green time is the first
portion of the green time, during which the vehicular queue is

discharging. Conversely, the remaining green time is called the

unsaturation green time (gu), during which the queue has been fully
discharged, and the arriving vehicle passes the intersection without

being stopped or delayed.

The approximation can be better explained by the aid of a typical

queue length diagram as illustrated in Figure 3.9. In this figure, gs

is further split into two parts: gsj and gs£. The gsj is the time to
discharge the queue accumulated in r, while gS2 is the time to discharge
the additional vehicles arriving in the green time and joining the end

of the moving queue. In the extreme case if the vehicle arrives at the

beginning of r, it will be released at the beginning of g. Conversely,

if the vehicle arrives at the end of r, it will be released at the end

of gsj. Therefore, the expected waiting time for a vehicle arriving in
r is more than r/2, but for simplicity, only r/2 is used in Equation

(3.40).

When the vehicle arrives in gs, it will be released in g$2- In the
extreme case if the vehicle arrives at the beginning of gs, it will be
released at the beginning of g$2- If the vehicle arrives at the end of
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Vehicles

Figure 3.9. Queue Length Example at a Signalized Intersection.
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gs, it will have no delay. Hence, the expected waiting time for a

vehicle arriving in gs is less than gs/2, but for simplicity, gs/2 is
used in Equation (3.40).

The error due to the above simplified treatment for gs is expected
to be small for two reasons. The first is that the two errors will be

counterbalanced. The second is that the saturation green time is

usually very short under low volume conditions.

Equations (3.39) and (3.43) are used in the method as Equations

(3.5) and (3.6), respectively.

Zero Effective Red Time Zero effective red time refers to the situation

where the actuated phase terminates the dwell. When this occurs, the

vehicle which activates the actuated phase will come to a stop and

experience a delay of yellow time of the non-actuated phase plus some

lost time. Since lost and yellow times are not considered in this

method, the vehicle is treated as stopped without any delay. Moreover,

since any further vehicles arriving in the green time also have no

delay, the average delay is

d = 0 (3.44)

Based on the same reasoning, the vehicle which terminates the dwell

is the only one stopped in this phase. Since the stop rate depends on

the total number of vehicles in the phase, and only the first vehicle is

stopped, the probabilities of all possible numbers of vehicles arriving

in the green time must be considered in order to arrive at the stop

probabi1ity.

Assuming Poisson arrivals, the probability of i vehicles arriving

in the green time (g) is
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(vg)^e"v9
i!

where i=0, 1, 2, ...

(3.45)

For a given i, the total vehicle arrivals (N) is the i vehicles plus the

one which triggers the phase, i.e.,

N = i + 1 (3.46)

The expected N across i is

°o (vg)^e‘v9
N = z (i + 1)

i=0 i!

= vg + 1 (3.47)

Since there is only one vehicle stopped, regardless of how many

vehicles arrive in the green time, the expected number of vehicles

stopped (NS£0p) across i is
oo (vg)ie'vg

N stop ' i-0

= 1

1
i!

(3.48)

Thus, the stop probability is

Ps =
’stop

1
(3.49)

vg + 1

Equations (3.44) and (3.49) are used in the method as Equations

(3.8) and (3.7), respectively.



CHAPTER FOUR
APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

OF SEMI-ACTUATED SIGNALS AT LOW VOLUMES

Introduction

The Analytical Method presented in the previous chapter provides a

microscopic approach to estimate stop probabilities and average delays

for semi-actuated signals when volumes are low. The method investigates

various cycle patterns in terms of red and green times, and computes

their probabilities. Also, stop probability and average delay of each

cycle pattern are estimated. As discussed previously, however, applying

the method would be complicated for signals with more than three phases

or with special control capabilities, such as permissive periods.

Because of this disadvantage, a second method is considered using a

macroscopic approach.

Unlike the Analytical Method, which uses the individual red and

green times, the method in this chapter uses average red and green times

in the stop probability and in the average delay equations developed in

the Analytical Method. Since this method does not analyze the various

situations of individual cycles, it should be easier to apply where

conditions are unfavorable to the Analytical Method. This second method

will be referred to as the Approximation Method, in contrast to the

first Analytical Method.

Because the Approximation Method uses average times, there is no

need to consider individual cycles and their probabilities, which is

generally complicated when conducted under the Analytical Method.
79
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However, since the average times must be supplied to the method, they

have to be either collected in the field or generated by a simulation

model. In other words, the ease with which the Approximation Method is

applied is at the expense of collecting additional data.

This chapter first addresses the concept of the Approximation

Method, and develops the method. Then the method is validated against

both the Analytical Method and the microscopic simulation model

developed previously. Finally, the summary and discussions are

presented.

Concept of the Method

As reviewed in Chapter Two, HCM, SOAP, and TRANSYT use average

cycle lengths in models for pretimed signals to estimate average delays

for actuated signals. This method produces reasonable approximations

where traffic volumes are moderate to high. When traffic volumes are

low, however, caution must be taken in using this method. As

demonstrated earlier, this method could produce good approximations for

semi-actuated signals where traffic volumes approach 300 vph. When

traffic volumes are lower than 300 vph, however, the estimates are no

longer reliable. The reason has been identified as phase skipping and

dwelling. When traffic volumes approach 300 vph, phase skipping and

dwelling rarely occur. The semi-actuated signals will functionally act

like pretimed signals except that the phase lengths may vary from cycle

to cycle. Hence, using the average times in models for pretimed phases

should produce reasonable approximations. However, when traffic volumes

are much lower than 300 vph, phase skipping and dwelling occur

frequently. Models for pretimed phases are no longer valid for actuated

phases, since they don’t take phase skipping and dwelling into account.
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The above findings suggest two points: (1) stop probability and

average delay equations for pretimed phases cannot be directly applied

to actuated phases when traffic volumes are low, and (2) using average

times to substitute individual times could work under low volumes if

equations consider phase skipping and dwelling. Since the equations

developed in the Analytical Method have considered phase skipping and

dwelling, it would be a reasonable approach to use average red and green

times in these equations. The development of such a method is the

subject of this chapter.

Method Development

Since the approach of this method is to apply the average values in

the equations developed in the Analytical Method, the intuitive way to

do this is to determine the average values, then to substitute them into

the equations. However, actuated phases cause problems, both in

applying the equations and in determining the averages, since there are

two sets of equations, one for the case of a zero effective red time,

and the other for an effective red time greater than zero. In the

following, the problems will be explained and the treatments will be

discussed. The non-actuated phase will be treated first.

The Non-Actuated Phase

Since the non-actuated phase will not be skipped regardless of

whether it has traffic demand or not, it generally acts like a pretimed

phase, except that its red and green lengths may vary from cycle to

cycle. Because there is no phase skipping, the average red and green

times can be easily determined by simply taking the averages of all the

red and green times of individual cycles. Then they are input into

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) to calculate stop probability and average
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delay. For convenience, Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are rewritten as

functions of R and G, where R and G are average red and green times,

respectively.

R + G$
Ps

s

R + G

R

(4.1)

d Ps
2.6

vR

(4.2)

where Gs (4.3)
s - V

Actuated Phases

Actuated phases may be skipped due to lack of traffic demand. When

a phase is skipped, there is no vehicle arrival during the corresponding

red time. Because of this, the Analytical Method uses effective red

time (which subtracts the red time without arrivals from the actual red

time) in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) to calculate stop probabilities and

average delays for the actuated phases. To comply with this in the

Approximation Method, the red time corresponding to a skipped phase is

also excluded from the total red time in determining the average red

time.

When dwell occurs, the actuated phase following the non-actuated

phase terminates the dwell. Similarly to phase skipping, the actuated

phase has no arrival until it is activated by a vehicle (which also

terminates the dwell). Hence, the actuated phase has a zero effective

red time in the cycle. In conclusion, when an actuated phase appears,

its effective red time is normally positive, but is zero when the phase

terminates the dwel1.
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Recall that in computing stop probabilities and average delays,

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are for a positive effective red time and

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) are for a zero effective red time. Again, in

accordance with this difference, in the Approximation Method, the green

occurrences of an actuated phase are also split into two parts according

to their effective red times.

The required logic is summarized in the flow chart shown in Figure

4.1 to determine the average parameters. The chart determines the total

effective red time (TER), the number of green occurrences (Ng), and the

green occurrences with a positive effective red time (Nr). In the

figure, an accumulator called red increment is used to accumulate the

red time. When the phase is skipped, the red increment is reset to zero

and the procedure goes to the next cycle. When the phase appears, Ng is

increased by one. When dwell occurs, and is terminated by the phase,

the red increment is reset to zero again. Otherwise, the red increment

is added to TER, and Nr is increased by one.

After TER, Ng, and Nr are obtained, the other parameters can be

computed in the following way:

R = TER/Nr (4.4)

Nd = Ng - Nr (4.5)

Ns = Nc - Ng (4.6)

where Nd = green occurrences with a zero effective red time,

Ns = times of the phase being skipped, and

Nc = the total number of cycles.

It should be noted that there is no need to determine the average

green time (G) since its value will be the same as the initial green
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Figure 4.1. Determining the Total Effective Red Time
and the Number of Green Occurrences.
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time (g). This is because that the actuated phases are assumed to

terminate the green times after the initial green time completes.

After the parameters are obtained, the next task is to input them

into the equations. The task is easier where dwell does not happen. In

this situation, Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are first changed to the

following forms:

Ps e-vR + (1 _ e-vR}
R + Gs
R + G

d =

2(R + G)

vR G(G + 2R) vR
+ e'vK + (1 - e~vK)

2(R + G) 2(R + G)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Since e'v^ is the probability of no vehicle arriving in the time

interval of R, it can be regarded as the probability of the phase being

skipped. Since the phase is skipped Ns times out of Nc cycles, the

percentage of phase skipping is Ns/Nc. Hence, e~v^ can be replaced by

Ns/Nc. Similarly, (1 - e ) can be regarded as the probability of the

phase not being skipped, and can thus be replaced by Ng/Nc. As a

result, Equations (4.7) and (4.8) can be changed to

Ns Ng R + Gs
Ps = + (4.9)

Nc Nc R + G

R2 Ns G(G + 2R) Ng G 2
d = + + (4.10)

2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G)

The estimation procedure ends at this point if dwell does not

happen, i.e., Nd = 0. If on the other hand Nd is greater than zero,

more computations are required. Since green occurrences (Ng) have been

split into Nr (positive effective red time) and Nd (zero effective red

time), the computations are also split accordingly.
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For positive effective red time, the total vehicle arrivals (N) in

a cycle can be estimated by multiplying the average arrival rate and the

sum of the red and green times, i.e., v(R + G). The number of vehicles

stopped (Nstop) in one cycle can also be estimated by multiplying the
stop probability and the total arrivals, i.e.,

N stop
= v(R + G)Ps

Ns Ng R + Gs
= v(R + G) [ + ]

Nc Nc R + G
(4.11)

Because positive effective red time occurs Nr times out of Ng green

occurrences, the total N$top and the total N in the Nr cycles are
Ng R + GsNs

N stop
= Nr v(R + G) [- -1 (4.12)

Nc Nc R + G

N = Nr v(R + G) (4.13)

On the other hand, for zero effective red time N$^0p = 1, since the
only vehicle stopped in one cycle is the one which activates the

actuated phase. In addition, the total arrivals in this case can be

estimated by multiplying the average arrival rate and the average green

time, i.e.,

N = vG (4.14)

Because zero effective red time occurs Nd times out of Ng green

occurrences, the total Ns1-0p and the total N in the Nd cycles are

^stop ^d (4.15)

N = Nd * vG (4.16)

Combining (4.12) and (4.15), the total Nst0p in the Ng green
occurrences is

Ns Ng R + Gs
Nstop = Nr V(R + G)[ + ] + Nd (4.17)

Nc Nc R + G
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Combining (4.13) and (4.16), the total N in the Ng green occurrences is

N = Nr v(R + G) + Nd * vG (4.18)

The stop probability therefore is

„ Nstop
Ps = —

N

Ns Ng R + Gs
Nr v(R + G)[ + ] + Nd

Nc Nc R + G
= (4.19)

Nr v(R + G) + Nd * vG

The computations of average delay follow the same logic. For

positive effective red time, the total delay in one cycle can be

estimated by multiplying the average delay per vehicle and the total

arrivals, i.e.,

D = v(R + G)d

R2 Ns G(G + 2R) Ng G 2
= v(R + G) [ + + ] (4.20)

2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G)

Because positive effective red time occurs Nr times, the total delay in

the Nr cycles is

R2 Ns G(G + 2R) Ng G 2
D = Nr v(R + G) [ + + ] (4.21)

2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G)

For zero effective red time, since the average delay is zero, there

is no extra delay created. Therefore, Equation (4.21) is the total

delay in the Ng green occurrences. To divide the total delay by the

total arrivals, the average delay is
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R2 Ns G(G + 2R) Ng Gs2
Nr v(R + G) [ + + ]

2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G) Nc 2(R + G)
d = (4.22)

Nr v(R + G) + Nd * vG

For clarity, the above equations and the conditions for their use

are summarized in Figure 4.2. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are for the

non-actuated phase. Equations (4.9) and (4.10) are for the actuated

phase where there is no green occurrence with zero effective red time.

Otherwise, Equations (4.19) and (4.22) should be used.

Tests of the Approximation Method

The Approximation Method was tested against both the Analytical

Method and the simulation model developed previously. The method was

developed into a computer program called DELVACS, which is an acronym

for Delay Estimation for Low Volume Arterial Control Systems. The

DELVACS program will be described in more detail in the next chapter.

Briefly speaking, the program allows the user the choice of entering the

volumes alone, or of entering both the volumes and the computational

parameters (such as the average red and green times). When

computational parameters are not entered, they will be generated by the

program, using simulation. Then the computational parameters are input

to the equations in Figure 4.2 to arrive at stop probabilities and

average delays.

A three-phase signal under both isolated and coordinated controls

was tested using the DELVACS program. The only inputs supplied were the

volumes, and the computational parameters were generated by the program.

As in the test of the Analytical Method, 216 sets of volumes were tested

for both controls—the three phases were given volumes from 50 vph to
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-icure 4.2. Stop Probability and Average Delay Equations
and the Conditions for Their Use under the
Approximation Method.
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300 vph with 50 vph increments. Each set of volumes was tested for

6,000 seconds.

Comparison with Simulation

Part of the results are shown in Figure 4.3, which presents four

comparisons: stop probabilities and average delays of phase 2 under both

isolated and coordinated controls when phase 3’s volume is 50 vph.

Since other sets of results show the same pattern, they are omitted.

The stop probabilities and average delays from the simulation model

shown in Figure 3.6 are duplicated in this figure. An inspection

suggests that the results from the Approximation Method and simulation

follow the same pattern. For average delay, about half of the data

points from the Approximation Method fall within one standard deviation

of the mean from the simulation model. For stop probability, the data

points from the two methods adhere very closely when the signal is under

coordinated control. When the signal is under isolated control, the

data points still follow the same pattern, but with much more

dispersion.

Comparing Figures 3.6 and 4.3, the Analytical Method agrees more

closely to the simulation model than the Approximation Method does.

This suggests that the Analytical Method is a better predictor than the

Approximation Method. However, considering the relative ease with which

the stop probabilities and average delays may be determined in the

Approximation Method, it is reasonable to conclude that it could be used

as a cost-effective substitute for the Analytical Method for the

purposes of stop probability and average delay estimation.
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Under isolated control, phase 3's volume=5Q vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

Phase 2's volume in vph

Under coordinated control, phase 3's volume=50 vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

Phase 2's volume in vph

• results from the Approximation Method

+- 1 std.
deviation

mean delay values
from simulation runs

O mean stop probabilities
from simulation runs

Figure 4.3. Stop Probability and Average Delay Comparisons,
the Approximation Method vs. Simulation.
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Comparison with the Analytical Method

Results from both the Analytical and Approximation Methods are

compared in Figure 4.4 to illustrate their differences. Again, the

comparison shows only the stop probabilities and average delays of phase

2 under both isolated and coordinated controls when phase 3’s volume is

50 vph. In this figure, the stop probabilities from the two methods

agree closely. For average delay, the results are also close when the

signal is under coordinated control, but there is more dispersion under

isolated control. In most cases, however, the differences are within

two seconds per vehicle.

Summary and Discussions

Since the Analytical Method would be complicated to apply where

signals have more than three phases, or have special control

capabilities, the Approximation Method is proposed in this chapter.

This method does not analyze the various situations of individual

cycles, instead, it uses average values in equations adopted from the

Analytical Method. Because of this, this method should be easier to

apply where conditions are unfavorable to the Analytical Method.

Besides traffic volumes, the applications of the Approximation

Method require collecting additional data (such as the average red and

green times), which can be measured in the field or generated by

simulation. In contrast, the Analytical Method requires the signal

settings only (such as the background cycle length and the minimum green

intervals). The settings can be obtained from either the signal

controller or the agency. Also, the comparisons of these two methods

show that the Analytical Method is a better predictor than the

Approximation Method. However, considering the greater ease with which
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Under isolated control, phase 3's volume=50 vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

Under coordinated control, phase 3's volume=50 vph

Average delay of phase 2 (sec/veh) Stop probability of phase 2

°hase 2's volume in vph

• results from the Analytical Method
O results from the Approximation Method

Figure 4.4. Stop Probability and Average Delay Comparisons,
the Approximation Method vs. the Analytical Method.
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the Approximation Method is applied, it could be concluded that the

Approximation Method offers a cost-effective substitute for the

Analytical Method in estimating stop probabilities and average delays.

The Approximation Method has been developed into the DELVACS

program. The next chapter will present an application using the DELVACS

program to dynamically determine the need to interconnect or release

signal coordination on an arterial roadway.



CHAPTER FIVE
DECISION BETWEEN COORDINATION AND FREE OPERATIONS

Introduction

This chapter develops a method to help traffic engineers make a

choice between coordination and free operations on arterial roadways,

controlled by pretimed or semi-actuated signals with light traffic on

cross streets. A performance index (PI), which is a linear combination

of vehicular delay and number of stops, is used in the method to

quantify the costs under both operations. From the standpoint of

system performance, a lower PI value indicates a better operation. This

method is referred to as the decision making process in the remainder of

this chapter.

The decision making process has been implemented as a computer

program called DELVACS (Delay Estimation for Low Volume Arterial Control

Systems). DELVACS is already capable of dealing with semi-actuated

signals, but it is currently being modified under the sponsored project

associated with this research to handle both pretimed and semi-actuated

signals. DELVACS will also be incorporated into the AAP (Arterial

Analysis Package) [3] to allow the user to run the AAP and DELVACS

together, using a common data set.

A hypothetical artery controlled by four semi-actuated signals in

close proximity can be used to demonstrate the decision making process

using DELVACS. The four signals are designed to represent various

signal operations, including two-phase and three-phase, and with and

95
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without permissive periods. Two cases are investigated in the example,

with coordination better in one case and isolated operation in the

other.

The implementation of the decision making process on personal -

computer-based (PC-Based) signal control systems requires some further

consideration. As reviewed in Chapter Two, PC-Based signal systems have

three levels of control: signal controllers, on-street masters, and the

central computer. The decision making process can be implemented on

either on-street masters or the central computer. Both implementations

have advantages and disadvantages, which are explored, and the problems

as well as their resolutions are discussed.

This chapter is divided into four sections according to the

previously stated objectives. The first section presents the decision

making process. The second section describes the DELVACS program. The

third illustrates the use of the decision making process by a

hypothetical example. Last is the discussion of the implementation of

the decision making process on PC-Based signal control systems.

Decision Making Process

The purpose of this process is to make a choice between

coordination and free operations on arterial roadways when traffic is

light during off-peak hours. The decision is based on system

performance in terms of the PI. For given traffic conditions, the Pis

of both coordination and free operations are computed and compared in

order to decide which operation is more efficient.

The process consists of two major components: estimating stop

probabilities and average delays, and computing Pis. Stop probabilities

and average delays are estimated on an intersection by intersection
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basis. Either of the two previously presented methods, Analytical or

Approximation, can be used for the estimation purpose for semi-actuated

signals. The PI combines delays and number of stops within the system.

The process is divided into four steps as illustrated in Figure 5.1:

determine progression factors (PF), compute stop probabilities and

average delays at each intersection under each control, compute the PI

value under each control, and compare the two Pis to make the decision.

Step 1 determines PF values at each intersection. The PF values

will be used in Step 3 to adjust delays and number of stops to account

for the influence of traffic progression when signals are coordinated.

The 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) [19] Table 9-13 provides the PF

threshold values based on degree of saturation and arrival type. The

degrees of saturation in this table have three threshold values which

are 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. The selection of 0.6 degree of saturation would

satisfy most cases under low volume conditions.

Arrival type, as reviewed in Chapter Two, can be assessed by the

platoon ratio using Equation (2.1) or by the band ratio using Equation

(2.2). It should be remembered that using the platoon ratio to assess

arrival type requires field observations, while using the band ratio

does not.

From the HCM’s Table 9-13, it can be seen that for semi-actuated

signals, only arterial through and right-turning movements are affected

by traffic progression. Others, including the arterial left-turning

movements, are not. This principle is used in the decision making

process.

Step 2 estimates stop probability and average delay for each

movement at each intersection. For pretimed signals, Webster and
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Figure 5.1. Block Diagram of the Decision Making Process.
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Cobbe’s [57] stop probability and average delay equations can be used

for this purpose. For semi-actuated signals, the Analytical Method or

the Approximation Method can be used.

Step 3 computes the system PI for each control. The system PI is a

weighted sum of number of stops and total delay across movements,

phases, and intersections. The number of stops is computed by

multiplying the stop probability and the flow rate. The total delay is

computed by multiplying the average delay and the flow rate. The PI in

the form of a linear combination of total delay and number of stops has

been extensively used in many signal design and evaluation tools, such

as SOAP [52] and TRANSYT-7F [56].

PI
n m.¡ o.¡-¡
S E ZJ PFiik (Diik + w * sijk)

i=! j=l k=l J JK J
(5.1)

where PI

n

mi

°ij

PFijk

Di jk

s i j k

w

system performance index;

number of signals on the artery;

number of phases at intersection i;

number of movements in phase j at intersection i;

progression factors for movement k in phase j

at intersection i;

total delay in vehicle-seconds for movement k in phase j

at intersection i;

number of stops in one hour for movement k in phase j

at intersection i; and

stop penalty.
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The stop penalty establishes the weighting relationship between

delay and stop. Similarly to SOAP, a factor of 30 is used as the

default value in the DELVACS program.

Finally in step 4 is to compare the two system Pis. A lower system

PI value indicates that its associated operation costs less, and thus is

more desirable.

The DELVACS Program

The decision making process was implemented as the DELVACS program,

in which the Approximation Method is used to calculate stop

probabilities and average delays for semi-actuated signals. This

section introduces the program’s basic functions, input requirements,

and outputs.

Basic Functions

Remember that in the Approximation Method, both the traffic flow

rates and signal operational parameters must be supplied. The signal

operational parameters can either be observed in the field or generated

by simulation. A simulation capability was built into DELVACS to

generate signal operational parameters based on input traffic flow

rates. In other words, DELVACS allows the user the choice of inputting

the flow rates alone, or of inputting both the flow rates and signal

operational parameters. An overview of the program is illustrated in

the flow chart shown in Figure 5.2. The program contains three major

modules

. Data Input Manager;

. Simulator; and

. Evaluator.
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Figure 5.2. Flow Chart of the DELVACS Program.
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The Data Input Manager (DIM) is designed to simplify data input

through interactive menus. Currently, the DIM is simply a screen to

allow the user to input data, but it will be incorporated with the

AAPDIM (Arterial Analysis Package Data Input Manager) to conform to the

AAP coding requirements. This will allow the user to run the AAP and

DELVACS together, using a common data set.

The Simulator simulates semi-actuated signals’ operations to

generate the signal operational parameters. The inputs of the Simulator

include traffic flow rates and signal settings. The Evaluator

calculates the performance of individual intersections and the artery as

a whole using the Approximation Method. Then the performances of

coordination and free operations are compared to decide which one is

more efficient.

Input Requirements

Two kinds of data are required, depending on whether simulation is

requested or not. Basic data must be supplied in all cases, but signal

operational parameters are required only when simulation is not

requested. Basic data can further be categorized into three levels.

Level one is artery-wide global information, which remains constant

across all intersections within the artery. Level one data include

. w, the stop penalty with a default value of 30;

. s, the saturation flow rate in vehicles per hour with a default

value of 1800 vph;

. artery name; and

. number of intersections.

Level two is intersection data which reflect particular characteristics

of a given intersection. Level two data contain
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. cross street name;

. number of non-actuated phases; and

. number of actuated phases.

Level three is concerned with phases and movements and includes

. V, the average flow rate in vehicles per hour;

. PF, the progression factor;

. Gm-¡n, the minimum seconds of green time for non-actuated phase;
and

. g, the initial seconds of green time for actuated phase.

Signal operational parameters have only one item in level two,

which is signal control features, such as permissive periods. Chapter

Four gives a detailed definition of the items in level three, which are

as follows:

. Nc, the number of cycles;

. G, the average seconds of green time;

. R, the average effective red time;

. Ng, the number of green occurrences; and

. Nd, the number of green occurrences with a zero effective red

time.

Program Outputs

DELVACS produces four types of outputs according to the user’s

need.

. Summary of input data—this allows the user to scan the input

to ensure that all items were entered correctly.

. Individual intersection performance—this include the stop

probability, average delay, degree of saturation, total delay,

number of stops, and performance index value.
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. Artery performance—this report contains the total number of

stops, total delay, and performance index value of the artery as

a whole.

. Intermediate outputs of the Simulator—two intermediate tables

providing the internal information generated by the Simulator are

available. The first depicts the starting and ending times of

each phase, cycle by cycle. The phase sequence and phase lengths

in each cycle can be easily identified. The second table

provides the operational parameters derived from the times in the

first table.

Case Studies

Decision on an Artery

The objective of this presentation is to illustrate the decision

making process using the DELVACS. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, this

example uses a hypothetical north-south artery with four intersections,

all controlled by semi-actuated signals. The signal phasing sequences

and the input data to the DELVACS (with simulation requested) are also

shown in this figure. The signal at intersection 1 has two phases, and

others have three. Phase 1 of the four signals controls the arterial

through movements in non-actuated mode. Phases 2 and 3 operate in

actuated mode to control arterial left turns and cross street traffic.

Permissive periods are used at intersections 3 and 4, but not at

intersections 1 and 2. This arrangement was intended to illustrate

various situations in the example.

The progression adjustment method in the HCM is used in this

example to account for progression. When signals run freely, random

flows are assumed on both the artery and cross streets. Thus, the PF
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value of 1.00 is used for all movements. When signals are coordinated,

the arrival type of four is assumed for both northbound and southbound

through movements, and other movements are assumed to be random.

(Arrival type four, a moderate progression quality, is arbitrarily

chosen as a conservative example.) From the HCM’s Table 9-13, the PF

value of 0.72 is used for northbound and southbound through movements.

However, the southbound through at intersection 1 and the northbound

through at intersection 4 are still assumed to be random, since they are

entry flows.

Two cases are investigated in this example. The traffic flow rates

of the two cases are presented in Figure 5.4. Case 1 has lighter

traffic flows both on the artery and cross streets. The stop

probabilities, average delays, and Pis produced from the DELVACS for the

two types of operations in each of the two cases are summarized in

Tables 5.1 through 5.4. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively show case 1

under coordinated and isolated control, and Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are

analogous for case 2.

One observation stands out clearly when comparing Tables 5.1 and

5.2 (case 1), or Tables 5.3 and 5.4 (case 2). The PI values of the non-

actuated phases under coordinated operation are always lower than those

under free operation. In contrast, the PI values of the actuated phases

under coordinated operation are higher than those under free operation.

In fact, this observation is consistent with the general belief that

coordination reduces delays and stops of the major street traffic at the

expense of extra delay and stops to the cross street traffic.

The system Pis for the two cases, under both types of control, are

shown in Table 5.5. In case 1, coordinated operation has a higher
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Case 1 Case 2

Unit: vph

230 280
<— 150 <- 200

50 -> t 150 'T
90 190

200 30 250 130
l

* 4- 50 150

100 200 -> t
40 90 140 190

150 50 200 100
L* 50 'l' <r- 150

50 -> t 150 -> t
10 130 100 230

140 10 190 100
L* <- 100 L* <- 200

80 180 t
50 140 150 240

Figure 5.4. Traffic Flow Rates in Cases 1 and 2 of the Example.
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Table 5.1. Measures of Effectiveness and Performance Indices
Under Coordinated Control in Case 1.

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Inter¬
section

PINB TH SB TH EB TH WB TH

1

Volume (vph) 90 230 50 150

11910

Stop prob. 0.28 0.3 0.77 0.81

Average delay 2.13 2.32 19.05 19.14

PF 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 682 2604 2108 6516

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Inter-
section

PINB TH SB TH NB LT SB LT EB TH WB TH

2

Volume (vph) 90 200 40 30 100 50

14045

Stop prob. 0.34 0.36 0.92 0.91 0.84 0.82

Average delay 3.08 3.28 28.86 28.85 23.10 23.06

PF 0.72 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 861 2028 2258 1685 4830 2383

3

Volume (vph) 130 150 10 50 50 50

10869

Stop prob. 0.33 0.33 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.89

Average delay 3.03 3.06 26.35 26.35 24.07 24.07

PF 0.72 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 1210 1400 528 2653 2539 2539

4

Volume (vph) 140 140 50 10 80 100

15155

Stop prob. 0.42 0.42 0.88 0.87 0.82 0.82

Average delay 3.98 3.98 25.27 25.26 20.09 20.30

PF 1.00 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 2321 1671 2584 514 3575 4490
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Table 5.2. Measures of Effectiveness and Performance Indices
Under Isolated Control in Case 1.

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Inter¬
section

PINB TH SB TH EB TH WB TH

1

Volume (vph) 90 230 50 150

10854

Stop prob. 0.31 0.34 0.78 0.76

Average delay 2.38 2.59 9.53 11.96

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 1051 2942 1647 5214

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Inter-
section

PINB TH SB TH NB LT SB LT EB TH WB TH

2

Volume (vph) 90 200 40 30 100 50

12820

Stop prob. 0.41 0.44 0.92 0.92 0.80 0.83

Average delay 3.51 3.75 17.46 16.10 9.00 6.98

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 1423 3390 1802 1311 3300 1594

3

Volume (vph) 130 150 10 50 50 50

9896

Stop prob. 0.37 0.37 0.95 0.88 0.90 0.90

Average delay 2.93 2.97 5.10 11.80 10.16 10.16

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 1824 2110 336 1910 1858 1858

4

Volume (vph) 140 140 50 10 80 100

14091

Stop prob. 0.49 0.49 0.89 0.94 0.77 0.77

Average delay 4.61 4.61 15.74 8.12 11.11 11.53

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 2703 2703 2122 363 2737 3463
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Table 5.3. Measures of Effectiveness and Performance Indices
Under Coordinated Control in Case 2.

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Inter¬
section

PINB TH SB TH EB TH WB TH

1

Volume (vph) 190 280 150 200

19448

Stop prob. 0.33 0.35 0.77 0.79

Average delay 2.52 2.67 16.68 16.77

PF 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 1699 3688 5967 8094

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Inter-
section

PINB TH SB TH NB LT SB LT EB TH WB TH

2

Volume (vph) 190 250 140 130 200 150

34206

Stop prob. 0.56 0.59 0.85 0.85 0.79 0.77

Average delay 6.98 7.25 20.30 20.30 16.87 16.78

PF 0.72 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 3253 4491 6412 5954 8114 5982

3

Volume (vph) 230 200 100 100 150 150

28773

Stop prob. 0.53 0.52 0.86 0.86 0.80 0.80

Average delay 5.78 5.67 22.05 22.05 17.83 17.83

PF 0.72 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 3590 3063 4785 4785 6275 6275

4

Volume (vph) 240 190 150 100 180 200

35375

Stop prob. 0.61 0.59 0.85 0.83 0.76 0.77

Average delay 7.44 7.21 20.05 19.98 15.10 15.13

PF 1.00 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 6178 3408 6833 4488 6822 7646
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Table 5.4. Measures of Effectiveness and Performance Indices
Under Isolated Control in Case 2.

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Inter-
section

PINB TH SB TH EB TH WB TH

1

Volume (vph) 190 280 150 200

19025

Stop prob. 0.36 0.38 0.74 0.76

Average delay 2.75 2.92 12.88 13.09

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 2575 4010 5262 7178

Inter¬
section

Phase
and

movement

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Inter-
section

PINB TH SB TH NB LT SB LT EB TH WB TH

2

Volume (vph) 190 250 140 130 200 150

35733

Stop prob. 0.62 0.64 0.84 0.83 0.75 0.73

Average delay 7.34 7.62 17.90 17.88 13.52 13.43

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 4929 6705 6034 5561 7204 5300

3

Volume (vph) 230 200 100 100 150 150

29829

Stop prob. 0.58 0.57 0.85 0.85 0.76 0.76

Average delay 6.04 5.92 18.87 18.87 13.73 13.73

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 5391 4604 4437 4437 5480 5480

4

Volume (vph) 240 190 150 100 180 200

35724

Stop prob. 0.63 0.61 0.85 0.83 0.75 0.75

Average delay 7.44 7.21 18.48 18.33 13.36 13.40

PF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PI 6322 4847 - 6597 4323 6455 7180
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Table 5.5. Desirable Operations in the Two Cases of the Example.

(a) Case 1

Operation
Intersection PI System

1 2 3 4 PI

Coordination 11,910 14,045 10,869 15,155 51,979

Isolation 10,854 12,820 9,896 14,091 47,661

Recommended action : Release the signal coordination

(b) Case 2

Operation
Intersection PI System

1 2 3 4 PI

Coordination 19,448 34,206 28,773 353751 117,802

Isolation 19,025 35,733 29,829 35,724 120,311

Recommended action : Coordinate the signals
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system PI, which suggests that free operation would be more efficient.

On the other hand, coordinated operation is better in case 2, since it

has a lower system PI.

Control Shifts and Switching Conditions

Switching conditions are the traffic conditions under which a

control shift between coordination and free operations would be needed.

Switching conditions, if simple to calculate, could help traffic

engineers quickly determine the need to change the signal operation.

Unfortunately, switching conditions are generally too involved to be

developed. For example, in the above case study, since the traffic

volume and the progression adjustment factor of each movement are

factors of the final decision, it would be impossible to identify all

the switching conditions. Thus, switching conditions can be established

only in some very simple situations. The following illustrates the

switching conditions at a single intersection, controlled by a two-phase

semi-actuated signal.

The intersection layout, the signal phasing sequence, and the

signal setting are shown in Figure 5.5. In this figure, phase 1 is non-

actuated, and controls the eastbound major street traffic, while phase 2

is actuated, and controls the northbound cross street traffic. Under

this arrangement, the decision between coordination and free operations

is affected by three factors which are major street volume, cross street

volume, and major street PF. (Cross street PF is always 1.00, under the

assumption that the actuated phase is not influenced by traffic

progression.) Since total volume and cross street portion of the total

volume can substitute for the major street and cross street volumes, and

since they are easier to explain the results, the three factors used for
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t

Non-Actuated Actuated

Min. Green (secs): 40 20

Figure 5.5. Intersection Layout, Phase Sequence, and Timing
Setting of the Switching Condition Example.
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the establishment of switching conditions are total volumes, cross

street portions of total volume, and major street PF values.

The DELVACS with simulation was used for both isolated and

coordinated controls. Under each kind of control, 162 sets of

conditions were tested—the total volumes from 100 vph to 600 vph, with

100 vph increments, while the total volumes from 100 vph to 200 vph,

with 25 vph increments; the percentages of cross street volume from 30%

to 50%, with 10% increments; and the major street PF values under

coordinated control from 0.50 to 1.00, with 0.10 increments. Each set

of conditions was tested for 6,000 seconds.

The results are shown in Figure 5.6. In this figure, the x and y

axes represent the major street PF values and the total volumes,

respectively. The x-y plane is divided into two parts: upper left and

lower right. In the upper left part, coordinated operation is better,

while in the lower right part, isolated operation is better. The three

curves which divide the x-y plane represent three cross street portions

of total volume: 50%, 40%, and 30%.

This figure can be explained with basic knowledge. For a given

total volume, coordination area falls in lower PF values, because when

PF values are lower, the major street traffic would gain more benefit

from coordination. On the other hand, when PF values are higher, the

major street traffic would gain less benefit from coordination and the

benefit may not offset the losses by cross street traffic due to

coordination. Therefore, isolated operation would be better. When also

considering the cross street portion of total volume, a higher

percentage, say 50%, has a smaller coordination area requiring lower PF

values. This is because when the total traffic is nearly equally
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Switching Thresholds
Between Isolated
and Coordinated
Operations

(vph)

Figure 5.6. The Switching Thresholds of Total Intersection
Volume for the Example Intersection with
a Two-Phase Semi-Actuated Signal.
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distributed on the two streets, the major street traffic would need a

lower PF value in order to gain enough benefit from coordination to

offset the greater losses by the cross street traffic. Conversely, when

the percentage is lower, the cross street traffic is lighter compared to

the major street traffic. Thus, the losses by the cross street traffic

due to coordination can be more easily offset by the benefits gained on

the major street traffic with a bigger PF value. The same rationale can

be applied to explain the situation at a given PF value.

Application On PC-Based Signal Control Systems

The main purpose of this section is to explore the implementation

of the decision making process on personal-computer-based (PC-Based)

traffic signal control systems.

As reviewed regarding PC-Based signal systems in Chapter Two, the

task of selecting signal plans is distributed to on-street masters,

regardless of whether they are in time of day and day of week (TOD/DOW)

mode or traffic responsive (TRSP) mode. On-street masters function on a

stand-alone basis, primarily based on surveillance data gathered from

sub-system detectors. The central computer functions as an editing and

reporting station for overall monitoring. Close monitoring and

interface with the on-street masters is not necessary, and the central

computer can be turned off or used for other activities.

Under such an operational structure, the decision between

coordination and free operations within one sub-system can be made at

either the central computer or the on-street master, but both approaches

have advantages and disadvantages.

To make the decision at the central computer, all the input data to

run the DELVACS are passed from the sub-system to the central computer,
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and an override command is then issued back to the on-street master from

the central site, if the decision is made to change the current

operation. The advantage of this approach is its easy implementation,

as it requires no major changes on the system’s hardware and software.

There are three major disadvantages to this approach. The first is

increased user involvement, which is undesirable. This is because an

operator at the central computer has to operate the process, overriding

on-street masters’ operations when needed. The second is that the

process ceases when the central computer is turned off or used for other

activities. The last disadvantage is an increased workload for both the

communication lines and the central computer, because all the input data

collected from sub-systems are sent to the central site, and all the

computations are performed there. The increased workload on the

communication lines and the central computer may disrupt the normal

signal control operations.

The first problem of increasing user involvement can be resolved by

developing a software to automatically process the DELVACS and interact

with on-street masters. By designating the central computer as a

master-control machine, which cannot be turned off or used for other

activities, the second problem can be resolved. Executing the DELVACS

on a separate personal-computer (or a main-frame computer, if available)

can effectively minimize the disruption of the normal system operations

and speed up the process.

The second approach of the implementation is to make the decision

at on-street masters. This approach is efficient, but is more

complicated to implement. By assigning this task to on-street masters,

the functions of the central computer can remain simple, and thus the
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spirit of PC-Based signal systems can be maintained. The operating cost

can also be reduced because there is no need to transmit additional

information between sub-systems and the central computer.

The major disadvantage of this approach is complexity, because the

process has to be built into on-street masters by either software or

hardware. The development of software requires close integration in

the on-street master hardware environment, and the hardware modification

rests on manufacturers’ future system development.

Future hardware development could have two focuses: signal

controllers and on-street masters. It would be desirable for the signal

controller to conduct "field observation" by itself, recording the

number of phase occurrences, accumulating green times, etc. In other

words, the operational parameters could be collected from signal

controllers. Doing so, there would be no need to run the simulation in

the DELVACS, and the decision making process could be easily done on the

on-street master by executing the Evaluator Module of the DELVACS

program.

The placement of detectors is another consideration of the

decision making process implementation. Detectors are placed on the

road to collect traffic demand information, and are of two types: local

detectors and system detectors. Local detectors gather traffic demand

information solely for signal controller operation purpose, such as when

to terminate the green light and whether to skip a phase. The data

gathered by local detectors are not sent to on-street masters.

Conversely, traffic information gathered by system detectors is passed

to on-street masters for the operational purpose of the entire sub¬

system, such as selecting signal plans. These data can be temporarily
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stored on on-street masters and then transmitted to the central computer

for future use.

Since system detectors communicate with on-street masters, they are

usually placed only at critical locations, to reduce operating cost. In

other words, only the flow rates of the most important movements are fed

into on-street masters. This brings up a problem in implementing the

decision making process, since the flow rates of all movements are

required in the performance computations, but only some of them can be

obtained from the system detectors.

The decision making process could be performed by considering only

the critical movements, in similar fashion to the TRSP mode selecting

signal plans in response to traffic demand by using critical flow rates

collected from system detectors. In other words, the Pis are calculated

only for the critical movements, which are detected by system detectors,

and the decision is made primarily based on the total performance of

these movements.

The placement of system detectors may create another problem in the

implementation of the decision making process. System detectors are

usually placed at key locations, such as lanes with higher flow rates.

This may result in a situation where all the system detectors are placed

on the artery. In such a situation, with only arterial traffic

evaluated, the decision making process cannot be applied, since the

result may always indicate that coordinated operation is favored

regardless of how low the arterial traffic flow rate is. The reason is

clear, since coordination operation usually favors arterial traffic.

Therefore, for the purpose of implementing the decision making process,
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system detectors must be placed on both the artery and some cross

streets.

Though detector placement is an important issue, it is too involved

to be fully treated here, and it is somewhat tangential to the topic of

this dissertation. This study therefore simply assumes that detectors

were properly placed. In the next chapter, research is suggested to

further investigate the topic of detector placement.



CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This dissertation aims to develop a process for making the choice

between coordination and free operations in response to traffic

conditions, and to study the implementation of this process on personal -

computer-based (PC-Based) signal control systems. The major steps

accomplished in this research are summarized as follows:

1. Review the literature in the areas of signal performance

evaluation, traffic progression models, techniques for making

the decision between coordination and free operations, and PC-

Based signal control system operations.

2. Develop two methods, the Analytical and Approximation Methods,

for evaluating semi-actuated signals at low volumes, under both

coordinated and free operations. The Analytical Method, based

upon stochastic processes and probability theories, deals with

microscopic cycles. The Approximation Method, on the other

hand, is macroscopic, using average signal operational

parameters instead of individual ones.

3. Propose the decision making process for deciding between

coordination and free operations on arterial roadways with

light traffic on cross streets, whether controlled by pretimed

or semi-actuated signals. The decision is based on system

operational performance in terms of total vehicular delay and

number of stops.

122
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4. Implement the decision making process as the DELVACS program,

in which the Approximation Method is used to evaluate semi-

actuated signals and the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)

progression adjustment method is used to account for traffic

progression. A simulation capability is built into the DELVACS

to generate signal operational parameters when they are not

available.

5. Demonstrate the application of the decision making process

using the DELVACS on a hypothetical artery, controlled by four

semi-actuated signals in close proximity. Two cases with

different flow rate combinations are investigated, with

coordination better in one case and isolated operation in the

other.

6. Explore the implementation of the decision making process on

PC-Based signal control systems. The possible implementation

approaches with advantages and disadvantages are discussed, and

the resolutions to the potential problems are proposed.

Conclusions

The decision making process developed is able to help traffic

engineers make more effective choices on light traffic signal control

from the standpoint of system performance. The process can be used

immediately on PC-Based signal systems. The conclusions listed below

are offered as a result of this study.

1. The results of the literature review on signal performance

evaluation indicate that very few models exist which deal

exclusively with semi-actuated signal evaluation. A common

evaluation practice, given this lack of appropriate models, is
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the use of a model for pretimed signals with average data.

However, this approach is not applicable when traffic is light,

since phase skipping and dwelling are not considered.

2. The results of the literature review on traffic progression

models indicate that the 1985 HCM provides an easy way to

account for progression. When applying the method, arrival

type can be assessed either by field observations or by

computing the band ratio from time-space diagrams.

3. The direct analysis of semi-actuated signal operations is

complicated because of stochastic characteristics. Thus

stochastic processes and probability theory were applied to

consider the various cycle patterns in the Analytical Method.

4. Under low volume conditions, actuated phases of semi-actuated

signals can be assumed to terminate their green times after the

initial green intervals elapse, since the probability of

requiring green extensions is usually very small.

5. The phase sequence in one cycle of a semi-actuated signal is

influenced only by that in the past cycle. Thus, the signal

operations can be described by two consecutive cycles, and can

be treated as a Markov chain.

6. Webster and Cobbe’s stop probability and average delay

equations for pretimed phases are not directly applicable for

actuated phases under low volume conditions. The equations

were modified to take phase skipping and dwelling into account.

7. When traffic volumes are low, the results from stop probability

and average delay equations for actuated phases are
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significantly different from the results of those for pretimed

phases. However, when volumes are higher, they are close.

8. When the traffic volume of an actuated phase is very low,

almost every vehicle will face a red light, and will be stopped

(i.e., the stop probability approaches unity).

9. The performance indices of the non-actuated phases under

coordinated operation are lower than those under free

operation. In contrast, the performance indices of the

actuated phases under coordinated operation are higher than

those under free operation.

10. The Analytical Method is easy to apply when there are only two

phases. But the computations would be too involved when

signals have more than three phases, or have special control

capabilities.

11. The Approximation Method is relatively easy to apply in most

cases, but requires that extra data be either collected, or

simulated.

12. The comparisons of the Analytical and Approximation Methods

show that the Analytical Method is a better predictor for

estimating stop probabilities and average delays, but the

Approximation Method is cost-effective.

13. The application of the decision making process on PC-Based

signal control systems can be implemented on either on-street

masters or the central computer. Both implementations have

advantages and disadvantages.

14. Implementing the decision making process on the central

computer is easy to accomplish, but has three major
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disadvantages: user involvement increases, the process ceases

when the central computer is turned off or used for other

activities, and the workload increases for both the

communication lines and the central computer.

15. The three problems can be resolved by: developing a software to

automatically process DELVACS and interact with on-street

masters, designating the central computer as a master-control

machine, and executing the DELVACS on a separate personal-

computer or a main-frame computer.

16. Implementing the decision making process on on-street masters

is efficient, since there is no need to transmit additional

information between sub-systems and the central computer. But

this approach is more complicated, since it primarily rests on

manufacturers’ future system development.

17. For the purpose of implementing the decision making process,

system detectors must be placed on both the artery and some

cross streets.

18. If the system detectors supply only certain critical movements

data from the artery and cross street (both still being

required), the decision making process could be accomplished by

considering the performance of these movements.

Recommendations

Based on the limited situations investigated in this study, the two

proposed signal evaluation methods produce reasonable performance

estimations for semi-actuated signals under low volume conditions.

Also, the decision making process provides a realistic means for making

a choice between coordination and free operations. Logically, the next
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step would be an empirical investigation to validate these methodologies

and identify any needed adjustments.

In addition, several recommendations have emerged from this study,

and fall into three areas: further improvements to the Analytical and

Approximation Methods, enhancements to the DELVACS program, and further

research warranted for the decision making process.

Several assumptions were made in the development of both the

Analytical and Approximation Methods in order to simplify the analysis.

The factors associated with these simplified assumptions would benefit

from further consideration when dealing with real world situations.

These factors include

1. Lost time—-lost time was not considered in the two methods.

Lost time is usually taken as a fixed number, such as 4 seconds

per phase, in most analytical models to account for the total

start-up delay, experienced by the first few vehicles in a

standing queue when the signal turns to green, plus the non-use

of the change interval. However, a smaller value for lost time

should be used, since fewer vehicles and shorter cycles will be

present in most cases under low volume conditions.

2. Yellow time—yellow time was not considered either. When

considering yellow time, delay will be affected, particularly

for actuated phases. For example, when the green light dwells

on the non-actuated phase, the vehicle which activates the

actuated phase following the non-actuated phase (which also

terminates the dwell) will come to a stop and experience a

delay of yellow time plus some lost time. Since lost and
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yellow times were not considered in the methods, the vehicle

was treated as stopped without any delay.

3. Moving queue—a vehicle joining a queue was assumed to be

stopped, but this is not always the case. When the queue has

started moving, the vehicle joining the end of the queue will

only slow down and does not necessarily come to a stop.

Therefore, the stop probability is overestimated in the two

methods. However, the error is expected to be small, since the

probability of joining a moving queue is proportional to the

length of saturation green, but the saturation green time is

usually very short under low volume conditions.

Moreover, these two methods use the 1985 HCM progression adjustment

factors (PF) to account for the influence of traffic progression when

signals are coordinated. It would be desirable to develop a self-

contained model for estimating delays and stops under coordinated signal

operations.

In its current status, the DELVACS program is fully operational,

but with some limitations in applications. Three functional

enhancements are suggested below.

1. The DELVACS is already capable of handling single ring

operations without overlapping, but it would be desirable to

expand the program’s capabilities to deal with both dual ring

and overlapping situations, since they are common operations in

traffic actuated signals.

2. The saturation flow rate in the DELVACS defaults to 1800

vehicles per hour, which is the ideal value taken from the HCM.

Since the HCM has provided a powerful technique for determining
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saturation flow rate, it would be desirable to incorporate this

technique into DELVACS to account for the various conditions

that are not ideal.

3. The progression factor is an input to the DELVACS. Progression

factors can be taken from the HCM’s Table 9-13, provided

arrival type is known. Arrival type can be assessed by platoon

ratio with field observations or by band ratio using time-space

diagrams. It would be desirable to incorporate the band ratio

calculations using time-space diagrams into the DELVACS to

eliminate the need for user-calculation. Certainly, a

connection needs to be established with programs which are able

to provide time-space diagrams. In fact, this would be one

major reason to incorporate the DELVACS into the Arterial

Analysis Package (AAP).

The choice between coordination and free operations can be made

through the decision making process, but the outcome of this process

depends partly on stop penalty, and the process relies on data provided

from system detectors. Two research topics regarding such issues are

suggested below.

1. Stop penalty—stop penalty plays a very important role in the

decision making process, since it establishes the weighting

relationship between delay and stop. Stop penalty values

ranging from 20 to 50 have been shown to produce a good balance

between stops and delay for average traffic conditions. But

these values may not be applicable under low volume conditions,

especially for actuated phases, because stop probabilities tend
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to be higher. Further research could establish appropriate

stop penalties under light traffic conditions.

2. The placement of system detectors—the decision making process

relies on traffic information collected from detectors. Since

only data from system detectors at critical locations are

available, the decision needs to be made by considering only

these critical movements, so the problem of where to place

system detectors must be resolved. Although this problem is

parallel to that involved with TRSP mode signal plan selection

in UTC systems, the guidelines of detector placement provided

for UTC Systems [46, 47] may not be directly applicable for the

purpose of the decision making process. Additional research on

this issue is therefore suggested.
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